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Chapter(1.(Introduction(
(
Sponsor(Background(&(Problem(Definition(
( Cal(Poly(Motor(Car(Association(is(a(student(run(club(of(car(enthusiasts(who(received(an(electric(1977(Porsche(911(Targa(S(as(a(donation(in(2011.(It(is(the(club’s(goal(to(return(the(Porsche(to(its(former(performance(glory(while(retaining(the(existing(electric(motor.(The(longJterm(intentions(are(to(generate(funding(for(a(lithium(ion(battery(pack(and(streamline(the(drivetrain(and(reduce(weight(to(better(suit(the(motor.(The(problem(is(that(the(current(stock(transmission(is(not(optimized(for(the(motor’s(performance(and(includes(many(unnecessary(components(and(weight(that(lead(to(power(losses.(A(picture(showing(the(current(drivetrain(configuration(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(1.((
Figure(1:(Original(drivetrain(configuration((
Objective(&(Specification(Development(
( The(objective(of(our(project(was(to(redesign(the(drivetrain(of(the(electric(1977(Porsche(911(Targa(S(with(the(goal(of(optimizing(the(drivetrain(for(motor(efficiency(and(performance.(Our(focus(was(redesigning(the(interface(between(the(electric(motor(and(rear(wheels(to(maximize(the(efficiency(of(power(transmission(from(the(motor(to(the(ground.(The(project(was(completed(under(the(supervision(and(guidance(of(Cal(Poly(Motor(Car(Association(and(overseen(by(Dr.(Ridgley(and(Dr.(Schuster(as(the(faculty(advisors.(( (
Motor 
Motor/ Differential Interface 
Transaxle 
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We(started(with(a(list(of(customer(requirements(that(included:((
• safe(to(drive((
• match(factory(driving(specifications((
• increased(range((
• efficiency((
• adaptability((
• ease(of(maintenance((
• fun(to(drive((
• aesthetics(
• carbon(neutral((
• cost(
• manufacturability(((With(this(list(of(initial(requirements(we(assigned(values(of(relative(importance(to(each(of(the(parameters(from(the(perspective(of(different(target(customers.(This(method(allowed(us(to(highlight(the(parameters(that(were(the(most(meaningful(to(the(majority(of(the(market(and(to(focus(our(attention(on(those.(To(come(up(with(a(metric(to(measure(our(design(against(the(current(vehicle(setup,(we(decided(to(calculate(the(total(mechanical(loss(in(the(system.(By(measuring(the(losses(we(would(be(able(to(get(an(efficiency(value(that(will(translate(to(our(systems(ability(to(efficiently(transfer(power(and(torque(from(the(motor(to(the(wheels.((Adaptability(and(ease(of(maintenance(were(also(important(parameters(for(us(to(address.(Because(it(will(likely(be(students(working(on(and(maintaining(the(vehicle,(making(our(design(safe(and(easy(to(maintain(was(very(important.(Additionally(we(wanted(our(design(to(be(able(to(accommodate(future(upgrades(to(the(vehicle(i.e.(new(controller(or(higher(voltage(battery(pack.(By(counting(the(total(number(of(parts(and(fasteners,(we(will(have(an(idea(of(how(easy/difficult(it(will(be(to(work(on.(Because(we(are(looking(to(increase(the(range,(cutting(down(on(the(overall(vehicle(weight,(and/or(making(room(for(additional(batteries(would(be(valuable(performance(enhancements.(By(minimizing(the(size(and(weight(of(our(system,(we(improved(the(range(and(efficiency(of(the(vehicle(as(a(whole.(The(compliance(matrix(on(the(following(page(summarizes(our(engineering(specifications.(( (
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Spec.((#( Parameter(Description( Requirement(or(Target((units)( Tolerance( Risk( Compliance(1( Mechanical(Losses( Less(than(current(transmission((%)( Max( H( A,(T,(S,(I(2( Peak(Torque( 176((lb(ft)( Y/N( M( T,(I(3( Weight( Less(than(current(transmission((lb)( Max( H( A,(T,(S(4( Volume( Less(than(current(transmission((in^3)( Max( L( A,(I(5( Cost( 1900(($)( Max( M( A,(S(6( #(of(Parts( 20( Max( M( A,(S,(I(7( #(of(Fasteners( 30( Max( M( A,(S,(I(8( Maintenance( 20,000(miles( Min( M( A,(I(Table(1.(Compliance(matrix(of(engineering(specifications.(
Project(Management(
( Throughout(the(course(of(the(project,(Spencer(Treffry(acted(as(the(communications(officer(in(charge(of(keeping(in(contact(the(sponsor(and(relaying(information(to(the(other(group(members.(Quinton(Petty(was(the(treasurer,(in(charge(of(all(the(finances(of(the(project,(and(Taylor(Carlson(was(the(secretary(and(responsible(for(keeping(records(of(meetings.(All(other(responsibilities(were(distributed(among(the(team(members(evenly(as(they(were(identified.(To(organize(the(progress(and(completion(of(various(subsystems(of(the(project,(we(created(a(Gantt(chart(that(can(be(found(in(Appendix(VII(of(this(report.(The(completion(of(the(project(required(three(main(milestones:(the(Preliminary(Design(Report,(the(Final(Design(Report(at(the(time(of(the(Critical(Design(Review,(and(this,(the(Final(Project(Report(that(will(be(published(and(archived(in(the(Cal(Poly(library.(( (
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Chapter(2.(Background((Before(doing(any(design(of(our(system,(we(first(needed(to(significant(background(research.(We(started(by(taking(a(close(look(at(the(components(of(the(existing(system(to(see(what(we(had(to(work(with(and(what(could(be(reused(for(our(project.(This(included(removing(the(drivetrain(of(the(Porsche(to(see(what(original(components(remained(and(what(components(had(been(made(or(replaces(in(the(electric(conversion.(Additionally(we(looked(into(existing(solutions(to(the(problem(to(see(if(there(was(anything(that(had(already(been(designed(for(this(purpose.(This(gave(us(a(more(complete(picture(of(our(problem(to(base(our(own(idea(generation(on.((
Porsche(915(Transmission(
( The(mechanism(responsible(for(transmission(of(power(from(the(motor(to(the(wheels(in(the(electric(Porsche(when(it(was(donated(was(the(stock(915(5Jspeed(transmission.((This(transmission(was(built(by(Porsche(to(transmit(power(from(a(2,687(cc(Flat(6(engine(capable(of(producing(165(h.p.(and(176(lbJft(of(torque,(and(remained(in(the(car(despite(having(replaced(the(engine(with(the(electric(motor.(The(transmission(includes(a(Limited(Slip(Differential(and(weighs(approximately(120(lbs.(When(the(car(is(driven,(the(transmission(is(put(into(second(gear(using(a(mechanical(cable(pull(clutch(and(is(left(there(for(the(duration(of(the(drive.((According(to(Porsche’s(specifications,(this(gives(the(current(car(a(1.834:1(reduction(ratio.(Through(experimentation,(the(Motor(Car(Association(has(found(that(this(reduction(works(best(out(of(the(choices(available:(1st(Gear:(3.182:1,(2nd(Gear:(1.834:1,(3rd(Gear:(1.261:1,(4th(Gear:(0.962:1,(and(5th(Gear:(0.759:1.(With(this(configuration,(the(transmission(acts(as(a(fixed(gear(reduction,(which(is(commonly(used(in(other(production(electric(vehicles.((
Advanced(DC(Motor(
( (
( The(original(Porsche(Flat(6(engine(had(been(replaced(with(an(FB1J4001(Advanced(DC(Motor(that(was(repurposed(from(a(forklift.(According(to(manufacturer’s(specifications(this(motor(is(capable(to(producing(100(h.p.(peak(if(supplied(with(a(144(volt(power(source.(Complete(manufacturer(specifications(and(motor(curves(can(be(found(in(Appendix(I.(
(
Existing(Systems((
• Hybrid(Synergy(Drive(
((((((((((((A(common(DC(motor(included(in(a(car(that(most(people(see(daily(on(the(road(is(part(of(the(Hybrid(Synergy(Drive(developed(by(Toyota.(This(transmission(was(developed(to(facilitate(the(combination(of(an(Internal(Combustion(Engine((ICE)(and(two(DC(motors.(The(two(DC(motors(act(as(both(motors(and(generators(to(supplement(and(restore(power(delivered(by(the(ICE.(One(of(the(motors(is(responsible(for(the(acceleration(of(the(car(from(a(standstill(and(converts(kinetic(energy(back(to(electric(potential(during(regenerative(braking.(The(other(electric(motor’s(primary(purpose(
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is(to(control(the(system’s(continuously(variable(transmission((CVT).(This(electric(motor(is(attached(to(a(planetary(gear(set(that(is(also(connected(to(the(engine(and(acts(as(a(differential.(Through(this(differential,(the(speed(of(the(ICE(and(electric(motor(are(summed(to(equal(the(wheel(rotation(speed.(By(monitoring(the(speed(and(torque(of(the(drive(shafts,(the(electric(motor(can(be(controlled(to(ensure(the(greatest(efficiency(of(the(motor(and(ICE(combination.(A(visual(explanation(of(the(different(driving(modes(of(the(Synergy(drive(can(be(found(in(Appendix(VIII.(Toyota’s(Hybrid(Synergy(drive(has(proven(to(be(very(efficient(and(one(of(the(earliest(successful(applications(of(CVTs(available(in(production(cars(today.(((
• CVT(
( There(are(many(other(types(of(CVTs(that(have(been(explored,(all(of(which(have(some(disadvantages.((The(goal(of(a(CVT(is(to(have(an(uninterrupted(range(of(speed(ratios(to(improve(the(efficiency(or(adjust(torque(and(speed(to(be(constantly(at(ideal(conditions.((Some(of(the(simplest(CVTs(are(friction(based.((One(of(the(earliest(designs(is(based(on(a(wheel(and(disk.(This(“wheel(and(disk”(CVT(is(comprised(of(a(large(disk(rotating(on(a(shaft(at(constant(speed(while(a(wheel(on(a(perpendicular(shaft(is(rolled(through(the(disk’s(diameter.(A(wheel(and(disc(CVT(concept(can(be(found(in(Appendix(VIII.(In(this(system(there(are(a(few(sources(of(power(loss(that(are(common(in(most(friction(based(CVTs.((One(source(of(power(loss(is(from(deformation(of(the(individual(components.((To(maintain(constant(contact(between(the(wheel(and(disk,(the(wheel(and(disk(must(not(deform(or(shed(material.(To(minimize(deformation(the(hardest(available(material(with(the(highest(coefficient(of(friction(should(be(chosen.(Another(drawback(to(friction(CVTs(is(their(inability(to(transmit(high(torque.((The(static(coefficient(of(friction(is(the(major(limiting(factor(in(the(application(of(friction(CVTs.((Variable(Diameter(Pulley(CVTs(are(a(commonly(known(friction(CVT(that(consists(of(two(cones(on(each(of(two(parallel(rotating(shafts(and(connected(by(a(VJbelt.(The(VJbelt(rests(between(the(two(cones(on(a(single(shaft(and(the(surface(contact(between(the(cones(and(vJbelt(determines(the(speed(ratio.(The(VJbelt(in(this(configuration(needs(to(be(constantly(under(tension(to(transmit(power.((With(the(change(in(position(of(the(cones(to(vary(the(output(speeds,(the(distance(of(the(shafts(needs(to(be(adjusted(to(ensure(proper(belt(tension.(Appendix(VIII(includes(an(example(of(a(cone(CVT.(This(adjustment(requires(a(few(additional(parts(but(this(CVT(has(been(use(in(many(applications(including(snowmobiles(and(a(few(automobiles.((Toroidal(CVTs(are(another(attempt(at(friction(based(CVTs.(Toroidal(CVTs(interface(two(parallel(disks(on(colinear(shafts(with(a(pair(of(rotating(wheels(on(a(perpendicular(axis(to(the(disks.(The(wheels(perpendicular(to(the(driven(shafts(act(as(an(interface(between(the(driven(shafts.(The(angle(of(these(perpendicular(wheels(is(adjusted(which(creates(a(larger(radius(on(one(driven(disc((the(motor)(and(a(smaller(radius(on(the(other(driven(disc((the(wheel).(This(difference(in(moment(arms((radii)(effectively(changes(the(speed(ratio(of(the(two(shafts.(A(concept(example(of(this(can(be(found(in(Appendix(VIII.(Many(companies(and(academics(have(spent(time(studying(and(improving(the(full(toroidal(CVT(as(well(as(half(toroidal(CVTs(which(have(appeared(as(some(of(the(most(efficient(((
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CVTs(available.(A(compact(coneJshaped(design(was(developed(through(research(in(the(automotive(industry(and(was(used(in(a(few(production(cars(from(companies(including(Nissan,(Toyota(and(Audi.((
• Fixed(Gear(Reduction(
(((((((((((((The(most(well(known(example(of(a(fixed(gear(reduction(in(an(electric(vehicle(is(Tesla’s(line(up(of(cars.(Both(the(Roadster(and(Model(S(have(a(fixed(gear(reduction(between(the(AC(induction(motor(and(the(rear(axle.(While(developing(the(Roadster,(Tesla(originally(planned(to(have(a(twoJspeed(gearbox(to(get(higher(performance(out(of(the(motor.(However,(after(many(delays(the(Roadster(shipped(with(the(gearbox(locked(in(second(gear(with(a(promise(of(replacement(when(the(gearbox(was(perfected.(The(Roadster(ended(up(including(a(fixed(gear(reduction(of(8.27:1.(The(Model(S,(developed(with(the(lessons(of(the(Roadster(in(mind(shipped(with(a(9.73:1(reduction.(This(single(gear(reduction(is(a(good(fit(for(AC(induction(motors(due(to(the(motor’s(high(efficiency(and(torque(at(high(speeds.(There(have(not(been(many(applications(of(fixed(gear(reductions(to(DC(motors(due(to(their(reaching(higher(peak(efficiency(at(a(much(higher(speed(than(AC(induction(motors.(However,(the(efficiency(of(our(DC(motor(is(high(over(a(large(range(of(motor(speeds,(exemplified(by(the(motor(curves(included(in(Appendix(I.(((
Batteries(
( Ten(12V(deep(cycle(batteries(power(the(existing(system.(It(is(the(club’s(goal(to(replace(these(batteries(with(a(new(lead(acid(pack(and(then(eventually(to(lithium(when(the(funds(are(available.(Lead(acid(battery(technology(is(the(most(widely(used(electrochemical(system(largely(due(to(its(cost(per(energy(storage(capacity.(Within(lead(acid(battery(technologies(there(are(several(subJcategories(including;(flooded(leadJacid(batteries,(valveJregulated(lead(–acid(batteries(with(gel(electrolyte(immobilizer,(and(valveJregulated(batteries(with(absorptive(glass(mat((AGM).(( In(flooded(leadJacid(batteries(the(positive(and(negative(plates(interact(with(the(sulfuric(acid(electrolyte(to(cause(the(chemical(reaction(that(is(reversed(during(recharging.(ValveJregulated(lead(acid(batteries(are(closed(cell(batteries(that(don’t(use(a(liquid(electrolyte.(Instead(they(employ(a(gel(or(absorbed(glass(mat((AGM)(to(serve(as(the(electrolyte.(Hydrogen(byproducts(from(charging(create(an(internal(pressure(that(requires(a(simple(valve(to(regulate.(These(cells(have(the(advantage(of(being(safer(due(to(the(lack(of(fluid(and(selfJregulating(pressure,(and(are(therefore(often(used(in(racing(applications(for(safety(in(the(event(of(a(crash.((Nickel(based(battery(technology(include(a(nickel(hydroxide(cathode(and(either(a(metallic(anode(or(a(hydrogen(storing(anode.(The(cycle(life(and(resistance(to(degradation(of(Nickel(based(batteries(without(a(charge(makes(them(a(good(candidate(for(standby(or(backup(systems.(Sodium(batteries(have(high(energy(densities(and(are(capable(of(operating(in(adverse(conditions(such(as(extreme(high(or(low(temperatures.(They(also(have(long(life(cycles(making(them(very(effective(for(energy(grid(storage.(Their(main(advantage(however(is(that(they(are(fully(recyclable(because(they(are(manufactured(with(nonJtoxic(materials.((
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Lithium(systems(are(currently(the(industry(standard(for(portable(systems(due(to(their(energy(density.(They(provide(the(highest(energy(density(of(all(rechargeable(systems(at(room(temperature(operation.(This(characteristic(alone(makes(them(the(obvious(choice(for(an(electric(vehicle(application.(A(lithium(battery(utilizes(a(lithium(metal(oxide(cathode(and(an(organic(electrolyte(to(store(energy(but(has(the(downside(of(being(very(high(cost.(((
Electric(Vehicle(Codes(and(Standards((There(are(many(organizations(involved(with(standardizing(the(emerging(market(of(electric(vehicles.(Of(these(many(organizations,(the(Society(of(Automotive(Engineers(International((SAE)(has(the(most(complete(library(of(standardized(tests(for(electric(vehicles.(Feasible(testing(procedures(for(our(team(have(been(evaluated(and(are(discussed(in(detail(later(in(this(report.((
( (
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Chapter(3.(Design(Development(
(
Design(Development((The(method(of(approach(we(chose(to(follow(to(achieve(the(sponsor’s(goals(was(that(of(a(formal(design(process.(This(process(began(with(the(identification(of(the(problem:(a(vehicle(converted(to(an(electric(powertrain(is(still(employing(a(transmission(optimized(for(a(combustion(engine,(not(an(electric(motor.(Our(team(was(then(formed(in(response(to(the(expressed(problem.(The(first(order(of(business(after(team(formation(was(to(establish(meeting(frequency(and(times.(It(was(decided(our(team(would(meet(at(a(minimum(twice(a(week(regarding(this(project(specifically(to(monitor(the(progress(and(completion(of(our(goals.(Next,(a(contract(between(our(team(members(was(completed(to(establish(ground(rules(for(decisionJmaking,(conflict(resolution,(and(general(team(member(responsibilities.(A(Gantt(chart(with(tasks(and(deliverables(relevant(to(the(project(was(drafted(to(ensure(we(meet(your(goals(for(this(project.(((After(a(timeline(was(established,(the(next(order(of(business(was(to(further(our(understanding(of(the(design(problem.(To(do(this(we(began(extensively(researching(the(problem(and(current(solutions.(This(gave(us(a(base(of(knowledge(that(allowed(us(to(narrow(down(some(of(the(customers’(qualitative(requirements(into(quantitative(engineering(specifications.(We(then(completed(the(formal(Project(Proposal,(which(was(reviewed(by(the(sponsor(to(ensure(we(successfully(identified(the(initial(requirements.(Recommendations(from(the(sponsor(were(then(applied(to(further(our(understanding(of(the(design(problem.(This(iterative(process(was(continued(throughout(the(project(in(order(to(learn(more(about(the(design(problem(and(potential(solutions.((After(we(gained(a(firm(grasp(of(the(design(problem(we(began(generating(concepts(of(possible(solutions.(Our(team(used(a(few(different(idea(generation(methods(to(help(bypass(any(mental(barriers.(We(began(our(idea(generation(with(what(is(called(brainJwriting.(This(is(an(exercise(similar(to(brainstorming(however(instead(of(verbally(announcing(your(ideas(where(they(may(be(prematurely(subjected(to(criticism,(you(simply(write(down(your(ideas(for(about(five(minutes.(After(five(minutes,(the(group(members(exchange(their(list(of(ideas(and(then(build(on(them(for(another(ten(minutes.(This(process(continues(until(one(receives(their(original(list(of(ideas,(which(are(now(augmented,(with(the(thoughts(of(the(other(group(members.(After(discussing(the(ideas(generated(using(the(brainJwriting(method,(our(group(used(a(brainstorming(method(involving(triggers(called(the(scamper(method.(Scamper(is(an(acronym(made(of(trigger(words(that(helped(eliminate(mental(barriers(and(allowed(us(to(think(of(our(problem(in(different(ways.(After(exhausting(these(two(methods(of(idea(generation,(our(team(moved(on(to(evaluating(our(solutions.(((We(began(our(idea(evaluation(process(with(a(GoJNo(Go(assessment(during(which(we(gauged(the(feasibility(of(each(solution(using(highJlevel(analysis(and(a(quick(group(discussion.(If(the(solution(passed(a(quick(critique(from(the(group,(we(kept(the(idea,(and(if(the(solution(did(not(stand(up(to(our(critique,(it(was(discarded.(To(narrow(our(list(of(ideas(further,(our(team(used(what(is(known(as(a(Pugh(Matrix.(A(Pugh(Matrix(evaluates(how(well(concepts(fulfill(the(customer(requirements(relative(to(a(datum(concept.(Each(team(member(completed(a(Pugh(Matrix(that(helped(narrow(down(many(of(
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our(ideas.(The(Pugh(Matrix(allowed(us(to(narrow(down(our(list(of(concepts(to(two(feasible(solutions:(a(differential(with(a(fixed(gear(ratio(or(two(motors,(each(directly(attached(to(one(of(the(rear(wheels.(Our(method(to(evaluate(these(final(two(ideas(was(to(use(a(weighted(decision(matrix.(((Similar(to(a(Pugh(Matrix,(a(weighted(decision(matrix(evaluates(concepts’(ability(to(fulfill(our(customer(requirements.(However(a(weighted(decision(matrix(assigns(weights(to(each(customer(requirement(to(reflect(the(relative(importance(of(each(requirement.(After(completing(this(final(matrix,(our(fixed(gear(differential(concept(proved(to(be(the(most(promising(solution.(((Despite(coming(to(this(conclusion(we(chose(to(pursue(both(designs(further(and(present(both(to(our(sponsors.(The(main(reason(the(two(motor(solution(did(not(emerge(as(our(most(promising(design(was(the(fact(that(it(would(cost(more(than(our(budget(would(allow.(At(the(time(we(were(in(the(process(of(finding(more(funding,(so(the(two(motor(design(remained(in(the(running(because(of(the(much(higher(performance(it(could(provide.(((
Leading(Concepts(
(
• Fixed(Gear(Reduction(Our(top(concept(was(a(fixed(gear(reduction(differential.(This(differential(would(be(designed(to(maximize(the(motor’s(operation(at(an(optimal(operating(speed.(This(optimal(operating(speed(was(determined(based(on(the(required(performance(and(available(power(source.(From(the(motor(specifications(in(Appendix(1,(it(can(be(seen(that(the(motor(is(most(efficient(when(supplied(with(high(current,(which(also(leads(to(high(torque.(However,(this(performance(and(high(motor(efficiency(cannot(be(sustained(very(long(due(to(the(low(energy(capacity(of(the(current(batteries.(The(Cal(Poly(Motorcar(Association(has(had(plans(to(replace(the(current(leadJacid(batteries(with(lithiumJion(batteries(and(our(design(needed(to(accommodate(this(future(change.(When(lithiumJion(batteries(are(adopted,(the(car(will(be(able(to(perform(at(a(much(higher(current(and(operating(speed.((This(was(a(large(consideration(when(we(design(the(optimal(gear(reduction.((( Once(the(gear(reduction(ratio(had(been(determined,(the(interface(between(the(existing(systems(and(the(differential(needed(to(be(designed.((By(removing(the(current(transmission,(it(opened(up(space(in(the(rear(engine(for(the(installation(of(our(differential(gearbox.(This(gave(us(flexibility(in(the(configuration(of(the(differential(beneath(the(car.(When(the(current(transmission(and(differential(removed(we(evaluated(the(use(of(existing(mounts(for(our(differential.(The(rear(drivetrain(mounts(were(accessible(but(the(front(mounts(were(too(far(from(where(our(gearbox(would(be(located(to(be(used.((( Another(aspect(that(we(designed(for(was(maintainability.((Our(design(must(be(easily(accessible(and(maintainable.(The(Porsche(will(be(maintained(by(students(at(Cal(Poly,(which(means(that(that(the(longest(one(person(will(maintain(the(car(is(four(years.(Our(system(should(not(require(maintenance(every(4(years(but(will(require(a(student(sometime(in(the(future(to(perform(maintenance(once(if(needed.(This(leads(to(a(requirement(that(our(differential(needs(to(be(easily(
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maintainable(and(conform(to(standard(automotive(couplings(so(that(a(student(with(general(automotive(knowledge(can(perform(any(necessary(maintenance.(( Based(on(the(Cal(Poly(Motorcar(Association’s(plans(we(designed(a(drivetrain(that(will(make(large(improvements(over(the(existing(system(while(preparing(the(system(to(fulfill(the(future(goals(of(the(car.(
(
• Two(Motors(with(Electronic(Differential(Our(second(leading(concept(was(to(use(two(motors,(each(attached(to(one(of(the(rear(wheels.(Since(we(would(be(introducing(a(new(motor(for(this(design,(an(additional(motor(controller(will(also(be(necessary(to(properly(control(the(second(motor.(A(microprocessor(would(act(as(the(interface(between(the(two(motor(controllers,(effectively(creating(an(electronic(differential.(The(integration(of(a(microprocessor(would(allow(easy(control(of(the(torque(applied(to(each(wheel(during(times(of(varying(weight(distribution(which(will(lead(to(much(greater(performance.(((( Important(design(requirements(for(this(concept(were(to(complete(detailed(stress(and(strain(analysis(of(the(shaft(and(interface(piece(between(the(motor(and(wheel(shafts.(Real(time(dynamic(system(analysis(of(wheel(speed,(weight(distribution,(and(many(other(properties(will(also(be(necessary(for(the(successful(completion(of(this(design.(This(would(have(required(us(to(set(up(a(control(system(and(program(a(microprocessor(to(distribute(torque(to(each(wheel(properly(given(certain(dynamic(conditions.((( A(significant(setback(to(the(feasibility(of(this(design(was(the(cost.(The(projected(cost(of(approximately($4354(for(this(design(greatly(exceeds(our(modest(budget(of($2000.((
(
Concept(Selection(( After(presenting(two(concepts(to(our(sponsors(during(the(preliminary(design(review(we(were(directed(to(focus(our(first(concept;(the(single(fixed(gear(reduction.(It(was(chosen(over(the(two(motor(design(because(no(additional(funding(was(secured(to(purchase(a(secondary(motor.(The(chosen(concept(utilizes(a(stock(differential(from(a(2000(Ford(Ranger(with(a(4.10:1(ratio(as(the(single(fixed(ratio(gearbox(between(the(motor(and(wheels.(Designing(and(building(a(custom(gearbox(would(have(been(preferred,(however,(its(expense(would(be(greater(than(our($2000(budget(could(accommodate.(In(addition(to(using(a(differential(we(got(from(a(scrapyard,(we(repurposed(parts(from(the(original(drivetrain(to(bring(the(cost(of(our(system(down.(Using(a(differential(in(place(of(a(custom(gearbox(allowed(us(to(focus(on(the(design(of(all(of(the(new(interfaces(required(to(mate(the(Ford(differential(with(the(electric(motor(and(the(halfJshafts(of(the(Porsche.((
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Chapter(4.(Final(Design(((
Differential/Gear(Ratio(Selection(( Before(designing(any(components(we(needed(to(select(the(gear(ratio(at(which(we(wanted(to(operate.(After(discussing(desired(performance(with(our(sponsors,(we(looked(at(the(performance(curves(of(the(motor(provided(by(the(manufacturer(as(seen(in(Appendix(I.(We(decided(on(using(65(mph(as(our(ideal(operating(point(to(keep(the(motor(spinning(at(its(highest(efficiency(throughout(the(majority(of(the(expected(speed(range.(Additionally,(we(wanted(to(maintain(the(low(speed(acceleration(that(has(been(a(standard(of(Porsche(performance(throughout(its(history.(At(3750(rpm(the(motor(is(operating(at(its(most(efficient(speed.(In(order(to(drive(at(65(mph(at(the(desired(rpm(we(need(874(rpm(at(the(tires.(Using(equation((1)(below(we(calculated(a(ratio(of(4.3(to(achieve(the(desired(speed(at(3750(motor(rpm.(( ( !!"#"$!!"#$ = !"#$!!"#$%( (1)(( We(presented(a(range(of(potential(ratios(from(4.3:1(to(3.73:1(all(producing(desirable(characteristics(and(searched(for(stock(differentials(within(that(range.(We(looked(primarily(at(small(truck(differentials(because(they(are(designed(to(handle(higher(torque(closer(to(those(provided(by(our(electric(motor.(After(identifying(a(list(of(manufacturers(and(axle(models(that(might(have(the(ratio(we(were(looking(for,(we(called(nearby(scrap(yards(and(found(a(rear(axle(assembly(with(a(4.10:1(ratio(from(a(2000(Ford(Ranger.(This(ratio(is(achieved(with(a(pinion(gear(having(10(teeth(attached(to(an(input(shaft(and(a(ring(gear(with(41(teeth(attached(to(the(open(differential(carrier.(A(picture(and(exploded(view(of(the(chosen(axle(assembly(highlighting(the(ring(and(pinion(can(be(seen(in(Figures(2(and(3(respectively(below.((
( (Figure(2:(2000(Ford(Ranger(rear(axle(purchased(from(San(Luis(Auto(Salvage(((
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(Figure(3:(Location(of(ring(and(pinion(gear(in(Ford(Ranger(rear(axle(assembly((This(ratio(will(provide(914(rpm(at(the(wheels(at(a(motor(speed(of(3750(rpm(resulting(in(peak(efficiency(of(the(motor(at(68(mph.(After(selecting(the(differential,(we(were(able(to(begin(designing(the(various(interfaces(that(would(be(required(for(installation.(The(three(major(interfaces(are(the(motor(differential(shaft(interface,(half(shaft(interface,(and(front(drivetrain(mount.((
Detailed(Design(( Components(throughout(this(report(will(be(referenced(with(respect(to(the(vehicle(orientation.(For(example,(a(component(labeled(as(front(will(be(located(closest(to(the(front(of(the(car.((Additionally,(CV(joint(will(be(used(in(place(of(constant(velocity(joint(for(readability.(( Detailed(drawings(of(all(components(can(be(found(at(the(end(of(this(report(in(Appendix(II.(Additionally,(all(design(calculations(regarding(system(components(can(be(found(in(Appendix(III.((
• Aluminum(Motor(Interface(( The(previous(drivetrain(configuration(utilized(two(separate(custom(aluminum(plates(to(interface(the(motor(to(the(stock(transaxle(of(the(Porsche.(The(original(configuration(can(be(seen(in(Figure(4(on(the(following(page.(
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(Figure(4:(Original(drivetrain(configuration(highlighting(aluminum(parts((To(save(on(the(cost(of(buying(new(aluminum(stock(we(chose(to(reuse(the(primary(aluminum(motor(interface(into(our(design.(The(secondary(aluminum(plate(was(designed(to(interface(with(the(original(Porsche(transaxle(and(would(not(serve(any(purpose(in(our(design.(The(primary(aluminum(motor(interface(is(already(manufactured(to(fit(the(face(of(the(motor(and(has(preJtapped(0.5”(bolt(holes(that(we(utilized(in(our(design.(In(our(design,(this(part(serves(the(purpose(of(spanning(a(portion(of(the(gap(between(the(motor(and(the(differential.(It(also(isolates(the(motor(and(differential(shafts(to(maintain(proper(alignment(and(ensures(they(take(only(pure(torsional(load(from(the(motor.(Keeping(the(weight(of(the(system(off(of(the(driveshaft(assembly(ensures(longer(bearing(life(and(minimizes(mechanical(losses(of(the(system.(( The(only(modifications(we(would(make(to(the(primary(aluminum(motor(interface(would(be(to(remove(material(from(the(inside(diameter(of(the(part(and(to(add(0.125”(countersinks(around(the(tapped(holes(to(allow(a(clearance(fit(for(our(aluminum(spacers(to(nest(in.(Removing(material(from(the(inside(diameter(of(the(part(would(serve(two(purposes,(allowing(proper(clearance(for(the(differential(flange(to(rotate(freely(and(remove(unnecessary(material(weight(from(the(part.(The(countersinks(allow(the(aluminum(spacers(to(fit(and(better(distribute(the(weight(of(the(system(over(more(surface(area.(It(also(takes(some(of(the(associated(stresses(off(of(the(threaded(rods(that(will(tie(the(components(together.(A(model(of(the(modified(part(can(be(seen(in(Figures(5(on(the(following(page. 
Primary aluminum motor interface 
Secondary aluminum plate 
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(Figure(5:(Modified(aluminum(interface((
• Motor(Shaft(Collar(&(Key((
((((((((((((The(motor(shaft(interface(is(arguably(the(most(important(part(in(our(system(and(includes(two(components,(the(key(and(the(motor(shaft(collar.(These(two(parts(are(responsible(for(transferring(all(of(the(torque(from(the(motor(shaft(to(the(differential(gearbox.(The(original(0.25”(x(0.25”(x(1.5”(shaft(key(will(be(reused(in(our(design(to(transfer(the(torque(between(the(motor(shaft(and(the(motor(shaft(collar.(We(calculated(the(factor(of(safety(against(both(shear(and(crushing(to(make(sure(we(could(reuse(the(shaft(key(in(our(assembly.(We(found(the(maximum(force(on(the(key(by(converting(a(peak(torque(value(of(270(lb*ft(to(a(force(using(equation((2)(below.(( ( F = T/r( (2)(( The(force(at(the(middle(of(the(key(was(found(to(be(5760(lbs.(By(assuming(a(yield(strength(of(65(kpsi(and(using(the(distortion(energy(theory(shown(in(equation((3)(below,(we(found(the(shear(strength(of(the(key(to(be(37.51(kpsi.(( ( S!" = 0.577 ∗ S!( (3)(( By(solving(for(factor(of(safety(in(equations((4)(&((5)(below(we(found(the(factor(of(safety(against(crushing(to(be(2.12(and(the(factor(of(safety(against(shear(to(be(2.44.(Knowing(those(values(and(considering(our(assumption(of(a(torque(value(higher(than(the(capabilities(of(our(current(motor,(we(feel(very(comfortable(using(the(existing(shaft(key.((
Crushing(failure((
S!n = Ftl/2( (4)(
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Shear(failure(( S!"n = Ftl( (5)(( The(original(drivetrain(included(a(motor(shaft(collar(that(was(fixed(to(the(motor(shaft(and(then(bolted(to(the(clutch(assembly(of(the(Porsche(transaxle.(It(was(connected(via(the(shaft(key(discussed(above,(a(tapered(lock(collar(and(an(outer(mounting(sleeve.(A(picture(of(the(original(collar(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(6.((
(Figure(6:(Old(motor/differential(shaft(interface((We(wanted(to(repurpose(as(many(of(the(original(drivetrain(components(as(possible(to(keep(the(cost(down,(but(after(taking(the(drivetrain(apart(it(became(apparent(using(most(of(them(would(not(be(possible.(As(can(be(seen(in(Figure(6(above,(the(larger(bolt(holes(responsible(for(connecting(the(motor(shaft(to(the(drivetrain(are(not(evenly(spaced(around(the(circumference(of(the(collar.(This(would(have(caused(difficulties(in(the(design(of(a(part(to(properly(interface(with(the(original(collar.(Additionally(this(collar(design(requires(bolts(to(be(threaded(towards(the(face(of(the(motor.(Initially(this(didn't(seem(like(a(problem(however(as(we(designed(components(moving(away(from(the(face(of(the(motor,(we(continued(to(run(into(questions(of(how(to(assemble(the(drivetrain.(To(properly(interface(with(the(differential(flange,(we(needed(to(bolt(away(from(the(face(of(the(motor(into(the(tapped(holes(of(the(flange.(A(picture(of(the(differential(flange(can(be(seen(in(Figure(7(on(the(following(page.(
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(Figure(7:(Ford(differential(flange((Effectively(connecting(these(two(components(would(have(required(an(interface(plate(thick(enough(to(first(bolt(to(the(motor(shaft(collar,(clear(the(raised(lip(in(the(center(of(the(flange,(and(then(match(bolt(pattern(of(the(flange(to(be(bolted(in(the(opposite(direction.(For(this(reason(it(was(determined(that(trying(to(utilize(the(original(collar(would(only(add(unnecessary(complexity,(hardware,(and(assembly(time(to(our(final(design.(A(model(of(our(new(motor(shaft(collar(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(8.((
(Figure(8:(Motor/differential(shaft(interface((Key(features(of(the(new(part(include(the(hole(to(receive(the(motor(shaft(and(the(bolting(flange.(The(hole(needed(to(be(cut(large(enough(to(allow(a(slight(clearance(fit(around(the(1.124”(motor(shaft,(the(key(and(the(shaft(collar(keyway.(This(allows(assembly(without(fasteners(between(the(shaft(and(collar,(which(is(necessary(due(to(the(fact(that(the(interface(will(be(hidden(inside(the(aluminum(motor(interface.(The(flange(of(the(new(motor(shaft(collar(also(needs(to(line(up(with(the(existing(interface(of(the(Ford(differential(flange(previously(discussed.(It(will(be(connected(via(four(0.5”(diameter(bolts(that(will(thread(into(the(tapped(holes(of(the(differential(flange.((
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Using(equation((6)(below(for(four(bolts,(we(found(the(shear(factor(of(safety(of(6.3,(where(Ar(is(the(minor(diameter(area(and(F(is(the(force(on(the(bolts(due(to(the(motors(peak(torque.(( ( n! = 0.577!!"!!! ( (6)(( The(part(would(be(manufactured(out(of(1(foot(length(of(5”(1018(steel(round(stock.(We(would(turn(down(the(outer(diameters(using(the(lathe(and(make(the(holes(and(key(slot(on(the(mill(and(drill(press.(This(piece(of(stock(would(also(be(used(to(make(both(of(the(CV(shaft(interfaces(discussed(later(in(this(report.(( Modifications(to(minimize(the(dimensions(of(the(differential(flange(were(considered(but(using(the(stock(interface(has(its(own(advantages.(The(flange(and(the(input(shaft(of(the(differential(are(connected(via(a(spline,(which(we(would(have(needed(to(match(with(any(part(we(designed.(The(flange(is(also(attached(to(a(seal(that(prevents(the(differential(case(from(leaking(oil.(Trying(to(manufacture(a(part(to(seal(that(gap(as(well(as(interface(with(the(shaft(spline(would(require(special(tooling(and(be(prone(to(manufacturing(defects.(Also(by(using(the(stock(flange(we(can(utilize(the(tapped(holes(that(have(already(been(manufactured.(This(means(by(drilling(through(holes(in(our(flange(we(will(be(able(to(bolt(our(part(directly(to(the(differential(without(the(need(for(a(nut,(reducing(the(total(number(of(parts.(A(schematic(highlighting(the(flange(and(seal(assembly(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(9(below.((
(Figure(9:(Differential(flange(and(seal(assembly(
(
• MotorUDifferential(Spacers( (The(aluminum(spacer(will(be(machined(out(of(1.2”(aluminum(round(bar(with(a(0.5”(through(hole(bored(out(of(the(center.(These(spacers(will(nest(into(0.125”(countersunk(holes(in(both(the(aluminum(motor(interface(and(in(the(front(drivetrain(mount(to(maintain(proper(alignment(between(the(motor(and(differential(shafts.(They(will(also(aid(in(distributing(some(of(the(load(off(of(the(bolts(
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that(will(hold(the(assembly(together.(A(picture(of(the(part(and(its(location(in(the(assembly(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(10. (
(Figure(10:(Spacer(&(location(in(assembly(((
• Front(Drivetrain(Mount(( The(front(drivetrain(mount(is(responsible(for(carrying(the(load(of(the(front(half(of(the(drivetrain(as(well(as(providing(a(surface(to(mount(the(differential(to(the(rest(of(the(drivetrain.(To(create(an(interface(at(the(differential(to(both(mount(to(the(motor(interface(and(support(the(entire(weight(of(the(front(of(the(system,(we(will(be(manufacturing(a(0.375”flat(steel(plate(with(a(hole(matching(the(geometry(of(the(differential(to(be(welded(to(the(differential(case.(The(holes(to(mount(to(the(motor(will(be(countersunk(to(receive(the(other(end(of(the(aluminum(spacers.(A(picture(of(the(mounting(plate(can(be(seen(in(Figure(11(below.(
 
(Figure(11:(Front(Drivetrain(Mounting(Plate(
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To(make(sure(we(weld(the(plate(parallel(to(the(face(of(the(motor,(it(would(be(assembled(and(fixtured(to(maintain(proper(alignment(while(the(plate(was(tack(welded(to(the(differential(case.(It(would(then(be(disassembled(and(the(weld(completed(around(both(sides(of(the(hole(in(the(plate.(Using(a(0.375”(plate(gives(us(enough(material(to(bore(countersunk(holes(to(receive(the(aluminum(spacers(and(ensure(there(is(enough(material(on(either(side(to(be(welded(effectively.(To(verify(our(weld(would(withstand(any(applied(loads(we(modeled(the(assembly(as(if(the(differential(were(cantilevered(off(of(the(plate(with(a(2”(weld(along(the(top(and(bottom(edges(of(one(side.(With(these(parameters(we(got(a(weld(shear(factor(of(safety(of(2.88(and(a(fatigue(factor(of(2.37.(Looking(at(this(absolute(worst(case(scenario(and(knowing(the(welds(on(the(final(design(will(continue(around(the(entire(outside(edge(of(the(hole(on(both(sides(of(the(plate(we(can(be(sure(that(the(assembly(will(not(fail(along(this(joint.(A(picture(showing(the(front(drivetrain(mounting(plate(location(with(respect(to(the(assembly(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(12.(
(Figure(12:(Assembly:(Front(Drivetrain(Mount((
• Differential(Modifications(( Once(we(purchased(the(2000(Ford(Ranger(rear(axle(assembly(from(SLO(Auto(Salvage(we(began(to(deconstruct(it(in(order(to(separate(the(differential(case(from(the(entire(assembly.(First,(we(researched(how(to(remove(the(axle(shafts(from(the(assembly.(First(we(removed(the(differential(cover(and(carrier(pin.(Once(the(pin(was(removed(the(axle(shafts(were(free(to(slide(inward(about(0.3(inches(revealing(the(CJclips(that(lock(the(axle(shafts(in(place.(After(removing(the(CJclips,(the(axle(shafts(could(be(pulled(out(of(the(axle(housing.(With(the(axle(shafts(removed(we(could(see(down(into(the(axle(housing(to(ensure(we(would(not(hit(any(bearings(or(other(components(when(cutting(through(the(axle(housing.(We(could(clearly(see(that(the(next(bearing(was(inside(the(differential(case(so(cutting(anywhere(along(the(housing(would(not(be(an(issue.(Next,(we(chose(to(cut(the(axle(housing(at(the(edge(of(the(differential(case(using(the(horizontal(band(saw(in(the(machine(shop(to(remove(the(unnecessary(material(and(isolate(the(differential(case(for(use(in(our(assembly.(The(outermost(ends(of(the(axle(housings(contained(oil(seals(and(bearings(which(we(removed(for(inspection(and(dimensioning.(Because(we(cut(the(axle(housing(at(the(intersection(of(the(differential(case,(we(cut(off(the(portions(of(the(housing(that(held(the(seal(and(bearing.(An(assembly(view(highlighting(the(bearing(and(seal(can(be(seen(on(the(following(page(in(Figure(13.(
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(Figure(13:(Axle(shaft(seal(and(bearing((( Sealing(the(oil(in(the(case(and(providing(the(additional(bearing(to(counter(any(moments(felt(by(the(axle(shafts(are(both(things(we(knew(we(would(have(to(include(into(our(modified(differential(design.(After(removing(and(inspecting(the(outer(bearings(we(found(both(sides(to(be(in(good(shape.(To(save(on(the(cost(of(new(bearings,(we(chose(to(reuse(these(bearings(in(our(modified(differential(design.((((( The(original(axle(shafts(will(be(cut(to(length(using(the(horizontal(band(saw(to(fit(inside(the(modified(differential.(Once(the(axles(are(cut(to(the(proper(length,(an(inch(on(the(end(of(both(shafts(will(be(turned(down(on(the(lathe(to(a(diameter(of(1.002±0.001”.(This(modified(diameter(section(will(then(mate(to(the(CV(Half(Shaft(Interface(using(a(press(fit(discussed(in(further(detail(in(a(later(section.(( In(addition(to(case(modifications(we(will(also(be(making(internal(changes(by(replacing(the(open(carrier(with(a(limited(slip(carrier.(Like(the(name(suggests,(this(will(turn(our(open(differential(into(a(limited(slip(differential.(The(primary(advantage(of(installing(a(limited(slip(differential(is(to(reduce(power(losses(when(a(driven(wheel(loses(traction.(In(an(open(differential,(when(one(wheel(loses(traction(a(disproportionate(amount(of(power(is(delivered(to(the(slipping(wheel.(A(limited(slip(differential(limits(the(difference(between(the(two(axle’s(rotational(speeds,(ensuring(more(of(the(motors(power(reaches(the(ground.((We(selected(the(Powertrax(L.S.D.(that(we(will(be(ordering(from(Andy’s(Autosport.((( After(dimensioning(the(axle(housing,(we(found(the(inner(diameter(of(the(axle(housing(increased(over(the(length(towards(the(center(of(the(differential.(This(meant(that(the(axle(seals(and(bearings(would(not(fit(into(the(2.5”(inner(diameter(of(the(differential(case.(Manufacturing(a(spacer(to(make(up(the(difference(in(diameter(and(welding(it(into(place(was(determined(to(be(too(difficult(so(new(axle(oil(seals(that(fit(the(diameter(of(the(differential(were(selected.(We(picked(Timken(Timing(cover(seals(from(Autozone.(The(problem(we(encountered(was(that(we(could(not(find(seals(whose(outer(diameter(would(press(fit(into(the(2.5”(opening(and(whose(inner(diameter(would(seal(nicely(
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around(the(diameter(of(the(axle(shafts.(This(same(issue(also(applied(to(the(bearings.(For(us(to(reuse(the(bearings(we(needed(to(both(span(the(gap(between(the(outer(diameter(of(the(bearing(and(the(inside(diameter(of(the(differential(case,(and(make(up(the(distance(between(the(inner(bearing(diameter(and(the(outer(diameter(of(the(axle(shafts.(These(differences(in(diameter(were(compensated(for(in(the(design(of(the(bearing(spacers(and(CV(joint(half(shaft(interfaces(discussed(below.(((
• Bearing(Spacers(( By(cutting(down(the(axle(housing(we(removed(one(of(the(bearings(that(supported(the(axle(shafts.(To(ensure(we(could(handle(any(moments(on(the(axle(shafts(we(included(a(second(bearing(in(our(design.(As(stated(previously,(our(problem(was(the(new(inside(diameter(of(the(housing(was(different(than(at(the(end(of(the(axle(housing.(Additionally(the(differential(case(is(not(symmetric(about(the(pinion(shaft;(meaning(that(to(keep(the(CV(interfaces(symmetric(about(the(vehicle(centerline,(we(needed(to(locate(the(bearings(at(two(different(locations(relative(to(the(differential(case.(A(topJdown(view(highlighting(this(difference(can(be(seen(on(the(below(in(Figure(14.(( ((((((((((((((((((( (Figure(14:(Bearing(Spacer(sizes(&(assembly(( The(spacers(will(have(a(0.005(±(0.003”(clearance(fit(with(the(inner(diameter(of(the(housing(and(will(butt(up(against(a(ridge(inside(the(differential(case.(A(picture(showing(where(the(spacer(will(stop(in(the(differential(case(can(be(seen(on(the(following(page(in(Figure(15.((
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(Figure(15:(Interior(of(differential(housing(&(bearing(spacer(stop((The(bearing(spacer(will(be(manufactured(from(2.5”(outer(diameter(6061(aluminum(pipe(that(will(be(turned(down(by(0.002±0.001”(on(the(lathe(to(fit(inside(the(differential(case.(At(the(outside(edge(of(the(spacer,(the(inside(diameter(will(be(turned(on(the(lathe(to(2.252”(to(allow(the(bearing(to(be(press(fit(into(place.(A(picture(showing(a(model(of(the(part(can(be(seen(in(Figure(16(below.((
(Figure(16:(Bearing(spacer((
• Constant(Velocity(Joint(Half(Shaft(Interface(( The(original(Porsche(rear(axle(assembly(consisted(of(the(transaxle(and(CV(half(shafts(to(transmit(the(torque(from(the(motor(to(the(rear(wheels.(However,(the(differential(we(selected(was(part(of(solid(axle(assembly(that(transmitted(torque(to(the(rear(wheels(directly(through(the(axle(shaft.(In(order(to(transmit(the(torque(of(the(motor(successfully,(an(interface(that(mates(the(Porsche’s(constant(velocity(half(shafts(to(the(axle(shafts(of(the(differential(was(necessary.(A(model(of(this(interface(can(be(seen(on(the(following(page(in(Figure(17.(
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(Figure(17:(CV(Half(Shaft(Interface((To(secure(the(part(to(the(modified(axles(of(the(differential,(a(0.002”(radial(press(fit(would(be(used.(The(interference(fit(will(support(the(entire(torque(of(the(motor((270(ft*lb)(but(because(the(power(will(be(transferred(through(the(differential(before(reaching(this(interface,(it(had(to(be(designed(keeping(in(mind(the(torque(will(be(multiplied(through(the(gear(reduction.(To(ensure(this(joint(won’t(fail(we(included(a(0.25”(weld(around(the(entire(circumference(of(the(shaft.(We(calculated(the(factor(of(safety(of(this(weld(assuming(twice(of(the(peak(motor(output(was(applied(directly(to(the(weld(without(any(consideration(of(the(press(fit(and(found(the(shear(factor(of(safety(to(be(1.48.((( This(interface(has(been(designed(to(serve(more(purposes(than(to(exclusively(transmit(the(torque(from(the(axle(shafts(to(the(CV’s.(The(outer(surfaces(of(the(part(are(also(critical(dimensions.(The(smaller(outside(diameter(will(serve(as(the(rolling(surface(of(the(outer(bearings.(The(first(outer(diameter(of(the(half(shaft(interface(will(be(1.4”(to(fit(the(inside(diameter(of(the(original(bearings(from(the(Ford(Ranger.(The(outer(diameter(of(the(interface(part(then(steps(up(to(1.5”(to(match(the(inner(diameter(of(the(axle(grease(seals.(The(widths(of(both(of(these(surfaces(were(designed(to(create(enough(space(for(the(axle(shafts(to(be(pushed(in(and(allow(the(CJclips(to(be(removed(for(assembly(and(disassembly(of(the(axles.((( The(threaded(holes(of(the(CV(half(shaft(interface(are(sized(and(spaced(to(match(the(dimensions(of(the(CV(half(shafts(of(the(Porsche.(These(bolts(were(identified(as(an(area(of(possible(failure(and(were(evaluated(using(equations((5)(&((6)(shown(previously.((Evaluating(shear(failure(across(these(bolts(gave(us(a(factor(of(safety(of(1.64(assuming(no(help(from(the(press(fit(and(twice(the(peak(motor(torque(on(a(single(joint.(This(being(the(lowest(factor(of(safety(in(the(system(means(that(if(failure(is(to(occur(anywhere,(it(should(occur(at(these(bolts(before(destroying(anything(else.(This(is(an(acceptable(result(for(us(because(they(are(easily(replaceable(parts(compared(to(other(components(in(our(system.(
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( A(grease(well(is(also(featured(on(this(part(that(resembles(the(original(grease(well(used(in(the(Porsche(transaxle.(The(inclusion(of(a(grease(well(will(allow(more(grease(to(be(stored(in(the(CV(joint.(The(extra(space(in(the(joint(will(also(allow(for(higher(grease(circulation(while(the(joints(are(in(operation(to(extend(the(life(of(the(grease(and(the(CV(joints.(A(picture(showing(the(grease(well(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(18.((
(Figure(18:(Grease(well(on(CV(Half(Shaft(Interface((These(CV(interface(parts(would(be(machined(using(the(excess(material(from(the(1Jfoot(length(of(5”(round(of(AISI(1018(cold(drawn(steel(used(to(create(the(motor/differential(shaft(interface.(The(outer(surfaces(and(grease(well(would(be(manufactured(using(a(lathe(in(one(of(the(Cal(Poly(machine(shops.(The(hole(that(will(receive(the(axle(shaft(would(be(manufactured(using(a(flat(end(mill(and(holes(that(mate(with(the(CV(half(shaft(bolts(will(be(made(using(a(drill(press.(The(holes(would(then(be(threaded(using(a(standard(M6(metric(tap.(((
• Half(Shaft(Modifications(( The(original(transaxle(of(the(Porsche(has(a(width(of(9”.(The(modified(Ford(Ranger(differential(we(will(install(in(its(place(will(be(16”(wide.(To(accommodate(this(increased(width(we(will(need(to(decrease(the(lengths(of(the(CV(half(shafts.(This(will(be(done(by(removing(the(middle(3.5”(of(both(half(shafts.(The(separated(half(shafts(will(then(be(press(fit(into(a(sleeve(made(from(1(.5”(1018(cold(drawn(steel(round.(The(circumference(of(the(interface(will(then(be(welded(to(increase(the(strength(of(the(structure.(The(sleeve(will(be(0.25“(thick(and(will(be(welded(to(the(shafts(with(a(0.25”(fillet(weld.(After(completing(the(weld,(the(half(shafts(will(be(heat(treated(to(increase(their(strength.(We(identified(shear(stress(on(the(sleeve(and(sleeve(weld(to(be(the(critical(areas(of(interest(and(found(the(factor(of(safety(for(weld(shear(to(be(1.52(while(the(factor(of(safety(of(sleeve(shear(was(1.81.(In(addition(we(performed(deflection(analysis(on(the(sleeve(and(found(it(would(only(deflect(0.73°(under(full(torque.(This(minimal(deflection(is(acceptable(due(to(the(fact(that(our(deflection(equation(does(not(take(into(account(the(distribution(of(the(torque(along(the(length(of(the(sleeve(since(the(sleeve(will(be(press(fit(onto(the(CV(shafts.(With(this(torque(distribution(taken(into(account(the(expected(deflection(would(be(considerably(less.(
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( The(half(shaft(sleeves(will(be(manufactured(out(of(a(oneJfoot(section(of(1.5”(1018(cold(drawn(steel(round.(The(inner(diameter(of(the(sleeve(will(be(manufactured(using(a(drill(press(with(a(1.25”(diameter(bit.(This(inner(diameter(will(allow(a(radial(interference(of(0.001”(with(the(1.252”(diameter(of(the(CV(shafts.(This(press(fit(will(alleviate(a(portion(of(the(shear(stress(on(the(welds.(To(achieve(this(press(fit,(first(the(CV(joints(will(be(deconstructed(so(no(damage(of(the(joints(will(occur.(Next,(the(sleeves(will(be(thermally(expanded(using(the(oven(at(the(shops(on(campus(in(preparation(for(the(press(fit.(Finally,(the(two(CV(shafts(will(be(press(fit(into(the(sleeve(and(allowed(to(cool.(The(joints(will(then(be(welded(around(their(circumference(to(increase(the(joint(strength.((
• Mounting(( Prior(to(our(involvement(in(the(electric(Porsche(conversion(project,(the(electric(motor(was(attached(directly(to(the(stock(Porsche(transmission(and(the(rear(motor(mounting(bar.(Two(bolts(at(the(front(of(the(transmission(and(two(in(the(rear(motor(mounting(bar(attached(the(entire(drivetrain(to(the(body(of(the(car(allowing(easy(removal/installation.(Figure(19(below(shows(the(factory(Porsche(transmission’s(two(bolts(that(vertically(attach(the(transmission(to(the(transmission(mounts.((
(Figure(19:((Front(drivetrain(mounts(( The(two(rear(bolts(holding(in(this(assembly(seen(in(Figure(20(on(the(following(page(also(attach(vertically(to(the(rear(motor(mounts.((
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(Figure(20:((Rear(drivetrain(mounts((This(allows(access(to(all(the(drivetrain(bolts(when(the(car(is(placed(on(a(lift.(With(the(bolts(removed,(the(engine(and(transmission(drops(down(and(out(of(the(rear(motor(bay.(Because(of(this(removal/installation(process,(the(interface(between(the(motor(and(transmission(can(be(looked(at(as(a(single(rigid(structure(from(a(mounting(standpoint.(We(have(decided(to(maintain(this(single(rigid(structure(in(our(design(allowing(us(to(take(a(similar(approach(in(mounting(our(drivetrain(system.(( We(have(maintained(the(rearJmounting(bar(from(the(existing(Porsche(mounting(system,(however(we(have(slightly(modified(the(interface(between(the(motor(and(the(rearJmounting(bar.(This(interface(now(consists(of(a(single(0.5”(aluminum(plate(replacing(the(previous(aluminum(block.(For(this(part(we(will(be(able(to(repurpose(one(of(aluminum(plates(that(made(up(one(side(of(the(aluminum(spacer(block(used(in(the(original(assembly.(This(will(decrease(our(material(costs(and(decrease(manufacturing(time(because(the(top(holes(connecting(the(aluminum(plate(to(the(mounting(bar(have(already(been(drilled.(Analysis(has(been(performed(on(the(bolts(required(to(hold(our(drivetrain(in(Appendix(III(and(a(minimum(diameter(of(.008(inches(is(required,(much(smaller(than(the(smallest(bolt((0.375”)(currently(used(on(the(aluminum(block.(This(will(allow(the(reuse(of(the(bolting(hardware(for(the(rear(mounting(system.(( Another(part(that(was(reused(is(the(existing(motor(mount(on(each(side(of(the(rearJmounting(bar.(These(mounts(were(installed(by(Porsche(and(will(be(suitable(to(reduce(vibration(transmission(to(the(drivetrain.(The(isolation(of(the(drivetrain(makes(for(a(more(comfortable(ride(and(dampens(impulse(forces(exerted(by(the(Porsche’s(body.(Isolation(of(the(drivetrain(was(considered(by(the(Porsche(engineers(and(was(a(factor(in(the(design(of(both(our(front(drivetrain(mount(and(rear(mounting(plate.(The(final(configuration(of(the(repurposed(rear(mounting(plate(can(be(seen(in(Figure(21(on(the(following(page.((
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(Figure(21:(Rear(drivetrain(mounting(plate(( The(front(drivetrain(mount(unfortunately(is(not(as(similar(or(straightforward(as(the(rear(drivetrain(mount(design.(The(major(factor(that(would(require(a(different(design(than(the(existing(solution(was(the(shorter(length(of(the(drivetrain(assembly.(The(differential(is(about(twelve(inches(shorter(than(the(length(of(the(transmission.(This(requires(either(long(support(bars(spanning(the(12”(gap(to(the(original(Porsche(transmission(mounts(or(a(different(mounting(mechanism.(Long(support(bars(spanning(the(distance(from(the(differential(to(the(transmission(mounts(will(need(to(be(rigid(in(many(directions(and(require(a(high(second(moment(of(area(in(the(vertical(direction(to(support(the(weight(of(the(drivetrain(as(a(cantilevered(beam.(This(design(would(require(an(excessive(amount(of(material(and(would(significantly(increase(the(cost(of(the(system.(After(exploring(a(few(options,(we(found(that(a(design(suspending(the(system(from(above(would(be(the(most(structurally(sound(for(the(least(amount(of(cost(and(material.(Figure(22(on(the(next(page(shows(our(front(mounting(system.(The(rear(mounting(system(worked(well(for(the(factory(installed(internal(combustion(engine(as(well(as(the(initial(electric(conversion.(This(rear(mount(was(the(inspiration(for(the(front(suspension(design.(The(design(incorporates(a(horizontal(bar(spanning(the(engine(bay(with(two(welded(vertical(supports(at(opposing(35°(angles(attaching(the(front(differential(mounting(plate(to(the(horizontal(bar.((
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(Figure(22:(Front(drivetrain(mount(( The(vertical(bars(are(welded(onto(the(horizontal(support(bar(and(are(bolted(to(the(front(differential(mounting(plate.(The(bars(will(be(made(of(structural(tubing(to(cut(down(on(weight(and(the(crossJsectional(dimensions(of(the(vertical(bars(were(chosen(to(allow(for(a(vertical(cut(in(the(bottom(of(each(bar(to(straddle(the(mounting(plate.(Specifically(square(tubing(was(chosen(to(increase(the(second(moment(of(area(of(the(cross(section(of(the(pipe(for(maximum(structural(rigidity(in(bending.(The(0.75”(inch(thickness(of(the(mounting(plate(requires(the(mounting(bars(to(have(an(opening(of(at(least(1”(inch(to(fit(over(the(mounting(plate(and(have(sufficient(geometry(to(withstand(the(bending(moments(that(can(be(supplied(by(the(lateral(movement(of(the(drivetrain(in(the(axis(of(the(car’s(movement.(1.5”(steel(structural(tubing(was(chosen(to(make(the(vertical(bars(identical(to(the(horizontal(suspension(bar.(This(similarity(in(tubing(will(allow(the(vertical(and(horizontal(bars(to(be(joined(with(a(0.125”(weld(and(analyzed(as(a(large(rigid(body.(( A(39”(long(horizontal(suspension(bar(will(be(welded(to(the(inside(body(of(the(Porsche’s(engine(bay(with(four(0.1875”(fillet(welds,(2.5”(in(length(on(each(edge(that(the(bar(contacts(the(engine(bay.(This(weld(size(has(been(chosen(to(withstand(the(maximum(torque(the(motor(can(deliver(amplified(through(the(mount(as(well(as(the(maximum(deceleration(force(exerted(on(the(bar(during(a(crash.(According(to(the(National(Highway(Traffic(Safety(Administration,(a(typical(crash(results(in(around(10g(of(deceleration(and(that(is(the(standard(that(we(have(held(our(welds(to.(At(10g(of(acceleration(the(welds(of(the(horizontal(suspension(bar(will(still(hold(with(a(factor(of(safety(of(1.49(without(considering(the(rear(mounting(bar(sharing(some(of(the(load.(Although(this(is(not(a(high(factor(of(safety,(this(is(a(factor(of(safety(when(the(car(has(been(in(a(collision(and(there(is(very(likely(large(damage(done(to(the(rest(of(the(car.(If(the(weld(were(to(fail,(for(example(in(a(more(severe(collision,(the(lack(of(deflection(of(the(front(steel(structures(would(pivot(the(drivetrain(and(force(the(rear(of(the(motor(into(the(ground(before(the(drivetrain(would(travel(significantly(in(the(direction(of(the(front(of(the(car.(
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( One(caveat,(as(introduced(from(the(rear(mounting(system,(was(the(isolation(of(the(drivetrain(from(the(body(of(the(Porsche.(This(design(would(not(allow(the(drivetrain(to(be(attached(through(a(rubber(motor(mount(so(another(solution(was(necessary.(Our(solution(was(to(use(a(polyurethane(bushing(at(each(attachment(point(of(the(drivetrain(and(the(front(motor(mount.(This(bushing(would(preserve(the(drivetrain(isolation(and(fill(empty(space(in(the(attachment(points(of(the(mounting(bar(to(the(front(drivetrain(mounting(plate(as(seen(in(Figure(23(below.((
(Figure(23:(Bushing(gap(( A(Prothane(19J921(Bushing(was(chosen(to(fit(in(each(of(the(boltholes.(The(inside(diameter(of(the(bushing(is(0.375”(to(accommodate(the(0.375”(bolts(that(will(secure(the(interface(between(the(vertical(bars(and(the(front(differential(mount(plate.(The(bushing(will(fill(the(0.2475”(gap(seen(above(and(replace(the(function(of(the(rubber(transmission(mount(previously(attaching(the(front(of(the(drivetrain(to(the(Porsche.((
Assembly(( We(wanted(the(assembly(of(the(new(drivetrain(to(be(as(close(to(the(original(as(possible.(The(entire(original(drivetrain(is(held(into(the(frame(of(the(car(by(four(mounting(bolts.(To(do(any(disassembly(of(drivetrain(components(you(must(first(remove(the(entire(drivetrain(as(one(unit(and(
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then(disassemble(it(on(a(bench.(Our(drivetrain(design(will(operate(under(the(same(procedure.(Detailed(stepJbyJstep(installation(instructions(are(provided(below:(( Drivetrain(Assembly(( 1. Bolt(the(motor(shaft(collar(to(the(differential(flange(using(the(0.5”(standard(coarse(thread(bolts(tightened(to(44(lb*ft(with(a(torque(wrench.(2. Bolt(the(aluminum(motor(interface(to(the(face(of(the(motor(using(the(four(existing(bolts.(3. Screw(threaded(rods(into(the(tapped(holes(in(the(aluminum(motor(interface(until(they(stop.(4. Put(aluminum(spacers(over(the(threaded(rods(and(push(them(into(the(countersunk(holes(of(the(aluminum(motor(interface.(5. Turn(motor(shaft(manually(to(put(key(slot(facing(upward(and(put(key(into(the(key(slot.(6. Align(threaded(rods(with(the(holes(in(the(front(drivetrain(mounting(plate(and(bring(motor(assembly(and(differential(gearbox(together(making(sure(to(align(the(motor(collar(key(slot(with(the(orientation(of(the(key(on(the(motor(shaft.(7. Press(assembly(together(to(make(sure(aluminum(spacers(are(fully(set(into(their(respective(countersinks.(8. Install(a(0.5”(lock(washer(and(nut(on(each(of(the(exposed(ends(of(threaded(rod.(9. Use(floor(jack(to(lift(assembly(into(relative(position.(10. Install(bushings(and(bolts(into(the(front(drivetrain(mount.(11. Install(bolts(on(rear(drivetrain(mount.(12. Align(half(shaft(CV(joints(with(the(CV(interface(flange(of(the(differential(and(bolt(together(using(M6(bolts.(13. Repeat(step(12(for(other(CV(joint.((
Additional(Analysis(( The(CV(coupling(was(identified(as(a(possible(point(of(failure(under(peak(loading(conditions(and(was(therefore(a(good(candidate(for(further(analysis(using(finite(element(models.(Finite(element(modeling(of(the(CV(coupling(was(performed(to(determine(the(max(Von(Mises(stress(in(the(part(as(well(as(to(compare(the(max(deflections(with(those(found(in(preliminary(hand(calculations.(((The(interface(includes(a(flange(with(6(symmetrically(spaced(bolts(and(a(0.002(inch(press(fit(between(the(axle(shaft(and(the(coupling.(Complete(details(of(the(parts(involved(are(discussed(further(in(the(summary(section(below.(The(goal(of(the(model(was(to(confirm(that(no(failure(would(occur(across(this(interface.(Additionally,(we(wanted(to(see(where(the(peak(stresses(would(be(in(the(system(to(show(where(it(would(fail(if(a(load(exceeding(the(peak(abilities(of(the(motor(was(applied.(
(
Summary(
( The(system(was(modeled(with(linear(quadratic(elements(and(meshed(using(a(seed(size(of(0.025(inches.(A(convergence(study(was(performed(to(ensure(there(was(mesh(convergence(in(the(model.(The(convergence(study(plot(can(be(found(in(Figure(31(of(the(Mesh(Development(&(
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Convergence(section.(Three(different(models(were(created.(A(2D(axisymmetric(model(of(the(system,(a(full(3D(model(of(the(press(fit(stresses(and(deformations,(and(a(separate(model(of(the(bolt(shear.(The(axisymmetric(model(was(used(to(model(the(torque(transmission(from(the(gearbox,(down(the(shaft,(through(the(interference(fit,(to(the(coupling.(The(interference(fit(was(defined(with(small(sliding(and(contact(pressure(data.(The(pressure(created(by(the(interference(fit(was(found(to(be(24751.8(psi(with(a(coefficient(of(friction(of(0.6.((( FE(analysis(yielded(radial(deformation(of(the(coupling(due(to(the(press(fit(to(be(0.000916(inches.(Peak(Von(Mises(stresses(in(the(part(were(found(to(occur(in(the(wall(of(the(coupling(through(the(plane(defined(by(the(end(of(the(input(shaft(with(a(value(of(97330(psi.(A(plot(of(the(deformed(axisymmetric(FE(model(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(24.(
(Figure(24.(Axel(shaft(CV(Joint(coupling.((Bolt(shear(was(modeled(separately(and(when(compared(to(stresses(in(the(coupling(was(determined(to(be(negligible.(If(anything(in(the(system(were(to(fail(it(will(be(the(coupling(at(the(point(of(the(stress(concentration(in(Figure(24,(through(the(plane(defined(by(the(bottom(of(the(axle(shaft.((
Model(Development(
( To(make(sure(our(model(produced(accurate(results(we(broke(the(problem(into(multiple(models(to(highlight(individual(interactions(so(we(could(compare(and(validate(the(results(of(the(full(3D(model.(Additionally,(from(our(initial(hand(calculations(we(used(a(peak(torque(value(of(1107(ft*lbs(applied(across(the(bolts(which(is(two(times(the(peak(torque(of(the(motor(multiplied(through(the(gearbox(and(applied(entirely(to(one(side.(Calculating(the(shear(factor(of(safety(under(these(conditions(we(get(a(value(of(1.64.(Even(in(the(worstJcase(scenario(where(the(rear(wheels(are(off(the(ground(spinning(under(full(power(and(are(dropped(on(the(ground,(the(system(would(not(feel(loads(of(this(magnitude.(Because(we(have(a(factor(of(safety(under(these(conditions,(with(no(consideration(for(the(frictional(forces(between(the(part(faces(due(to(bolt(preload,(we(assumed(that(failure(across(the(bolts(to(be(negligible.(This(allowed(us(to(remove(one(of(the(components(of(the(model(and(to(set(our(Encastre(boundary(conditions(on(the(face(of(the(coupling(when(applying(torques(to(the(model.(Also,(because(the(stresses(associated(with(the(bearing(and(oil(seal(are(so(small(in(comparison(to(the(stresses(associated(with(the(press(fit(we(chose(not(to(include(them(in(the(model.(
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With(these(two(assumptions(in(mind(we(were(able(to(model(the(press(fit(and(applied(torque(using(deformable(solid(axisymmetric(elements.(The(basic(model(layout(can(be(seen(below(in((((Figure(25.(
(((Figure(25.(Axisymmetric(configuration(of(shaft(and(coupling.(
• Coupling(To(model(the(coupling(we(used(a(variety(of(different(techniques(to(try(to(validate(our(results.(Initially(we(took(the(CAD(model(from(Solidworks(and(saved(the(part(as(a(“.stat”(file.(This(file(type(allows(conversion(from(Solidworks(part(to(Abaqus.(After(struggling(to(partition(the(part(and(mesh(it(using(the(bottomJup(method,(we(built(a(part(with(simplified(geometry(as(seen(in(Figure(26(below.(The(cross(section(of(the(surface(containing(the(press(fit,(bearing,(and(oil(seal(surfaces(were(changed(to(be(consistent(along(the(parts(length(to(make(meshing(easier.(
(Figure(26.(3D(render(of(the(simplified(coupling(geometry.((For(the(axisymmetric(model,(the(coupling(was(modeled(with(complete(part(geometry(as(seen(in(Figure(27(on(the(following(page.(We(expected(to(see(the(most(accurate(results(in(this(model(because(it(is(a(closer(representation(of(the(actual(parts(geometry.(
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(Figure(27.(Sketch(dimensions(of(axisymmetric(coupling(model.(
• Bolt(preload(In(order(to(simplify(the(complete(model(of(the(system,(a(separate(model(was(analyzed(to(show(the(effects(of(the(bolt(preload(and(shear.(Two(steel(plates(with(thickness(of(0.5(inches(were(modeled(as(being(held(together(with(a(bolt.(The(model(configuration(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(28.(The(bottom(plate,(which(acted(as(the(CV(joint(face(was(held(stationary(with(an(Encastre(boundary(condition(along(the(entire(bottom(surface.(The(bolt(was(partitioned(at(the(center(to(allow(the(bolt(preload(to(be(applied,(pulling(the(two(plates(together.(Contact(interactions(were(defined(between(the(bottom(of(the(bolt(head(and(the(surface(of(the(plate,(between(the(two(plates,(and(between(the(bolt(and(the(interior(of(the(hole.(After(analyzing(this(configuration,(the(force(on(each(bolt(was(found(to(be(1307.7(lb.(We(converted(that(force(to(a(pressure(of(the(surface(area(of(one(side(of(the(top(plate(and(applied(a(shearing(pressure(of(871(psi(to(the(part.(This(pressure(is(equal(in(magnitude(of(that(provided(by(a(fullJbraking(condition.(The(results(this(analysis(can(be(seen(in(Figure(33(in(the(results(section.(
(Figure(28.(Bolt(shear(model(configuration.((((
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• Press(fit(and(Applied(Torque(As(stated(previously,(without(the(presence(of(the(boltJholes,(the(couplingJshaft(interface(can(be(modeled(with(a(2D(axisymmetric(elements.(The(cross(sections(of(the(coupling(and(shaft(were(drawn(in(Abaqus(and(aligned(so(that(the(shaft(overlapped(the(coupling(by(0.002(inches.(((After(the(model(was(positioned(correctly,(boundary(conditions(and(loads(had(to(be(applied.(The(nodes(along(the(bottom(surface(of(the(coupling(were(constrained(in(all(directions.(A(contact(interaction(was(then(created(between(the(interior(surface(of(the(coupling(and(the(outside(surface(of(the(shaft(using(the(surface(pressure(data(preferences(in(Abaqus.(The(coupling(was(chosen(as(the(master(surface(and(the(shaft(as(the(slave.(The(coefficient(of(friction(between(the(steel(faces(was(chosen(to(be(0.6(and(the(pressure(between(the(two(surfaces(was(calculated(to(be(24751.8(psi.(The(interaction(was(specified(to(have(small(sliding(and(surfaceJtoJsurface(contact.(This(contact(interaction,(in(conjunction(with(the(positioning(of(the(shaft,(provided(the(press(fit(stresses(shown(in(the(results(section(in(Figure(13.(The(press(fit(was(also(modeled(using(a(full(3D(analysis(using(our(simplified(geometry.(Results(from(the(3D(model(can(be(seen(in(Figure(35(of(the(results(section.((After(the(press(fit(was(established,(we(wanted(to(apply(a(torque(to(the(shaft.(To(accomplish(this(we(needed(to(create(a(reference(node(on(the(top(surface(of(the(shaft(on(the(axis(of(symmetry.(This(reference(node(was(tied(with(a(coupling(constraint(to(all(of(the(nodes(along(the(top(surface(of(the(shaft.(The(applied(torque(was(then(assigned(to(the(reference(point.(The(results(of(this(analysis(can(be(seen(in(Figure(34.((
Mesh(Development(&(Convergence(
( When(we(began(working(with(our(2D(axisymmetric(model,(we(were(unsure(how(to(partition(it(to(create(the(best(mesh.(After(some(research,(we(came(across(the(autoJpartition(face(tool(in(Abaqus.(We(used(this(tool(to(break(up(our(cross(section(into(smaller(pieces,(which(allowed(Abaqus(to(generate(a(more(uniform(mesh.(This(partitioning(is(shown(below(in(Figure(29.(
(Figure(29.(CrossJsection(of(coupling(before(and(after(partitioning.((
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After(properly(partitioning(the(part,(we(performed(a(convergence(study(to(find(the(ideal(seed(size(with(which(to(mesh(our(part.(Linear(quad(elements(were(used(throughout(the(model.(We(chose(to(perform(this(convergence(study(on(the(Von(Mises(Stress(felt(by(an(element(in(the(upper(left(hand(corner(of(the(part(seen(in(Figure(30(below.((
(Figure(30.(Element(selected(for(convergence(study(highlighted(with(arrow.((We(chose(this(location(because(it(is(a(critical(area(of(interest,(but(is(also(far(away(from(the(stress(concentration(and(discontinuities(seen(in(the(corner(of(the(part.(We(ran(five(trials(with(seed(sizes(from(0.1(to(0.01(inches.(When(the(seed(size(changed(from(0.025(inches(to(0.01(inches,(the(value(of(the(Von(Mises(stress(in(the(element(of(interest(changed(by(only(1.9%.(The(convergence(plot(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(31.(
(Figure(31.(Convergence(study(on(max(Von(Mises(stress.(
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(When(running(the(analysis,(we(were(presented(with(a(warning(saying(that(we(had(11(elements(that(were(distorted.(Upon(further(analysis,(we(found(that(there(was(only(one(element(in(the(area(of(interest(that(was(distorted.(This(element(is(shown(highlighted(in(red(in(Figure(32(below.((
(Figure(32.(Distorted(element(highlighted(in(red.((Having(many(distorted(elements(can(make(it(nearly(impossible(to(get(a(converging(mesh(and(also(makes(the(local(results(less(accurate.(Because(there(was(only(one(localized(case,(and(the(mesh(in(surrounding(area(is(good,(the(effects(of(this(one(element(were(neglected.(((The(shaft(was(meshed(using(the(same(seed(size(and(element(type(as(the(coupling.(Because(the(geometry(of(the(shaft(is(simple,(we(could(assume(that(if(the(mesh(of(the(coupling(converged,(then(the(mesh(of(the(shaft(would(converge(also.(The(final(mesh(converged(at(seed(sizes(of(0.025(inches.(This(made(the(coupling(mesh(with(8249(elements(and(25978(degrees(of(freedom.((
(
Results(&(Discussion(
( When(analyzing(the(bolt(shear(model,(we(found(that(when(the(preload(was(applied(to(the(bolt,(the(stresses(from(the(preload(greatly(outweighed(stresses(from(the(shear(force.(To(ensure(that(we(were(getting(proper(results(from(our(contact(interaction(we(ran(the(model(again(without(the(preload(activated.(The(results(of(these(tests(are(shown(below(in(Figure(33.(It(can(be(seen(in(the(figure(on(the(right(that(the(loads(on(the(bolt(are(symmetric(from(the(bolt(being(sheared(by(the(two(plates.(
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(Figure(33.(Stresses(in(bolt(with(preload(and(applied(shear((left),(bolt(with(only(applied(shear((right).(( The(stress(in(the(body(of(the(bolt(where(we(are(concerned(about(shearing(is(about(50,000(psi.(The(largest(stress(felt(in(the(bolt(occurs(right(at(the(interface(between(the(bolt(body(and(the(bolt(head,(with(a(Von(Mises(stress(of(1.02x105(psi.(However,(these(stresses(are(not(of(concern(when(compared(to(the(ultimate(strength(of(the(bolts(of(176,900(psi.(( In(order(to(verify(the(axisymmetric(model,(a(quick(comparison(was(made(between(the(model(and(hand(calculations(regarding(the(radial(deformation(of(the(coupling.(As(can(be(seen(on(the(left(of(Figure(34(below,(the(model(predicts(radial(deformations(of(9.916x10J4(inches,(which(is(very(close(to(the(value(provided(from(the(hand(calculations(of(1.166x10J3(inches.(These(results(served(to(verify(that(our(model(was(outputting(correct(data.(After(verifying(the(radial(deflection,(we(looked(at(the(stresses(throughout(the(part(shown(on(the(right(of(Figure(34.(It(can(be(seen(that(the(press(fit(and(applied(torque(only(affect(the(part(locally,(and(that(further(away(from(this(location(the(effects(are(minimal.(
(Figure(34.(Results(of(axisymmetric(model.((
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It(can(be(seen(from(Figure(34,(on(the(previous(page,(that(the(stresses(throughout(much(of(the(area(of(interest(are(right(around(the(ultimate(strength(of(63,800(psi((the(element(on(which(the(convergence(study(was(taken(had(a(stress(value(of(56,768(psi).(There(also(exists(a(significant(stress(concentration(in(the(corner(of(the(part(with(a(stress(value(reaching(as(high(as(97,330(psi.(Values(of(this(magnitude(are(not(surprising(however,(because(of(the(high(torque(applied(in(the(model.(Under(normal(loading(conditions,(the(part(will(never(feel(stresses(of(this(magnitude.(However,(this(stress(concentration(is(still(valuable(because(it(highlights(the(area(where(the(part(would(likely(fail(if(something(catastrophic(were(to(occur.(These(results(could(justify(doing(some(real(life(testing(on(the(part(when(it(is(created.(Strain(gauges(could(be(placed(at(this(location(on(the(part(under(static(loading(conditions(to(obtain(more(experimental(results.(Hopefully(these(results(could(be(used(to(further(verify(this(finite(element(model.(( For(the(full(3D(model,(the(press(fit(was(modeled(as(a(pressure(on(the(inside(surface(of(the(coupling(and(the(torque(was(applied(through(the(shaft(with(tie(constraints.(The(results(from(this(analysis(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(35.(It(can(be(seen(that(the(maximum(stresses(in(this(model(are(even(greater(than(those(provided(by(the(axisymmetric(model.(This(is(justifiable(because(in(the(axisymmetric(model(the(stress(is(shared(between(the(expansion(of(the(coupling(and(the(compression(of(the(shaft.(In(this(model,(the(whole(pressure(is(applied(to(expanding(the(coupling,(causing(even(greater(levels(of(stress.(
(Figure(35.(Stress(results(of(3D(model.(
( As(discussed(previously(we(tried(modeling(the(entire(system(in(3D(with(all(of(the(interactions(and(geometry(with(no(success.(Meshing(the(3D(model(of(the(coupling(turned(into(a(much(more(difficult(problem(than(we(had(anticipated(and(we(spent(hours(trying(to(partition(the(part(in(a(way(that(would(allow(us(to(get(a(good(mesh.(Because(of(the(geometry(of(the(part,(Abaqus(would(not(automatically(mesh(the(part(and(required(the(use(of(the(bottomJup(meshing(technique.(BottomJup(meshing(requires(the(user(to(partition(the(part(into(many(smaller(regions(and(mesh(each(region(independently.((To(do(this(effectively,(we(partitioned(the(part(at(each(change(in(cross(
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section(along(the(axis(of(symmetry.(This(left(us(with(cross(sections(of(simpler(geometry(that(was(easier(to(seed(and(mesh.(((After(meshing(the(entire(assembly,(a(query(was(run(to(look(for(mesh(gaps(and(intersections.(This(exposed(issues(between(each(of(the(various(sections(where(there(were(gaps(in(the(mesh.(Fixing(this(problem(requires(associating(the(mesh(with(specific(part(geometry(and/or(editing(and(merging(nodes(between(bottomJup(cells.(We(were(successful(in(merging(some(of(the(nodes(to(close(gaps(but(were(still(unsuccessful(in(getting(a(satisfactory(mesh(that(could(converge(at(all.(The(other(option(to(solve(our(problem(was(to(mesh(the(part(using(Tet(elements.(This(is(not(a(desirable(choice(for(the(accuracy(of(the(results(and(even(after(meshing(the(part(with(Tet(elements(we(continued(to(encounter(problems(that(prevented(us(from(getting(any(results.(At(that(point(we(decided(to(move(to(the(more(simplified(models(of(individual(interactions(discussed(above(before(trying(to(come(back(to(the(full(3D(system(model.((
Conclusion(
( Finite(element(modeling(of(an(axle(coupling(was(performed(to(determine(the(max(Von(Mises(stress(in(the(part(as(well(as(to(compare(the(max(deflections(with(those(found(in(preliminary(hand(calculations.(The(system(was(modeled(with(linear(quadratic(elements(and(meshed(using(a(seed(size(of(0.025(inches.(To(simplify(the(analysis(three(different(models(were(created.(A(2D(axisymmetric(model(of(the(system,(a(full(3D(model(of(the(press(fit(stresses(and(deformations,(and(a(separate(model(of(the(bolt(shear.(Convergence(studies(were(performed(to(ensure(there(was(mesh(convergence(in(the(model.(((The(interference(fit(was(defined(with(small(sliding(and(contact(pressure(data.(The(pressure(created(by(the(interference(fit(was(found(to(be(24751.8(psi(with(a(coefficient(of(friction(of(0.6.(The(bolt(preJload(was(applied(by(using(the(bolt(load(options(applied(to(the(center(of(the(bolt(model.((FE(analysis(yielded(radial(deformation(of(the(coupling(due(to(the(press(fit(to(be(0.000916(inches.(Peak(Von(Mises(stresses(in(the(part(were(found(to(occur(in(the(wall(of(the(coupling(through(the(plane(defined(by(the(end(of(the(input(shaft(with(a(value(of(97330(psi.(Bolt(shear(was(found(to(be(negligible(compared(with(the(stress(due(the(preload(and(both(values(are(below(the(ultimate(strength(of(the(bolts.(If(anything(in(the(system(fails(it(will(be(the(coupling(at(the(point(of(the(stress(concentration(in(Figure(24,(through(the(plane(defined(by(the(bottom(of(the(axle(shaft.(
((( (((((( (
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Chapter(5.(Product(Realization(&(Test(Fixture(Design(
(
Sponsor(Redirection(
( After(summer(break,(our(team(met(with(the(new(Cal(Poly(Motor(Car(Association(President,(Michael(Saggese,(to(discuss(the(manufacturing(and(testing(plan.(Mr.(Saggese(informed(us(of(additional(funds(the(club(received(to(be(used(on(the(Porsche(remodel.(He(also(informed(us(of(his(desire(to(pursue(our(concept(that(included(the(two(electric(AC(motors(with(an(electronic(differential.(These(shifting(club(goals(limited(the(utility(of(our(project.(In(particular,(the(club’s(goal(of(replacing(the(Advanced(DC(motor,(whose(characteristics(our(design(is(optimized(for,(would(drastically(limit(the(usefulness(of(manufacturing(our(entire(design(using(the(club’s(money.(For(this(reason(we(adjusted(our(approach(to(the(manufacturing(and(testing(of(our(project(to(be(most(useful(to(the(club(moving(forward.(We(focused(our(efforts(and(resources(on(rigorously(testing(the(current(transmission(as(well(as(our(differential(in(order(to(limit(the(club’s(cost(for(our(project.(We(canceled(the(integration(of(our(proposed(differential(into(the(Porsche(due(to(considerable(structural(modifications(including(welds(to(the(Porsche’s(frame.(This(would(limit(the(future(plans(of(the(club(to(replace(the(motor(as(well(as(use(funds(the(club(will(need(to(complete(a(more(comprehensive(rebuild(of(the(Porsche.((
 
Test(Fixture(Design(
 Typically,(a(dynamometer(would(be(used(to(test(the(mechanical(losses(of(the(Porsche(transmission(and(our(system.(However,(since(we(were(unable(to(locate(a(power(source(capable(of(supporting(our(Advanced(DC(motor,(a(dynamometer(would(not(have(been(useful(for(our(testing.(Since(our(mechanical(loss(test(is(only(concerned(with(the(change(in(shaft(rotational(speed,(we(decided(to(design(and(build(our(own(test(fixture(with(tachometers.(The(tachometers(were(made(out(of(an(infrared(led(emitter(and(receiver(that(detected(a(change(in(brightness(as(a(set(portion(of(the(shaft(broke(the(beam(between(emitter(and(receiver.(The(test(fixture(consisted(of(a(wooden(frame(made(to(secure(both(the(transmission(and(differential.(We(clamped(the(front(transmission(mounts(using(threaded(rod(with(nuts(and(washers(to(secure(the(transmission.(We(then(wrapped(a(ratcheting(tie(down(around(the(rear((input)(of(the(transmission(for(added(safety.(Once(the(wooden(fixture(for(the(transmission(was(completed,(we(modified(the(fixture(so(it(could(temporarily(support(the(differential(during(testing.(The(bearing(mounts(for(the(output(shafts(of(both(drivetrains(were(the(last(parts(of(the(wooden(fixture(to(be(manufactured(by(cutting(a(slot(in(a(piece(of(wood(for(the(shafts(to(pass(through.(Then(we(made(slots(perpendicular(to(the(previous(for(the(bearings(to(be(pressed(into.(((The(next(stage(of(manufacturing(consisted(of(modifications(to(the(differential(half(shafts(and(stock(steel(round(used(as(the(half(shafts(of(the(transmission.(First(we(cut(all(four(shafts(to(a(manageable(length(for(testing.(Then(we(turned(down(the(end(of(each(shaft(from(1.25(inches(to(1(inch(in(order(to(slide(weights(onto(the(end(of(the(shaft(that(act(as(additional(inertial(load(during(testing.(The(stock(steel(round(was(turned(down(quickly;(however,(the(hardened(steel(shafts(we(used(for(the(differential(testing(fixture(were(incredibly(difficult(to(machine.(We(had(many(
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discussions(with(nearly(every(Cal(Poly(shop(technician(in(order(to(diagnose(our(inability(to(any(significant(amount(of(material(from(the(hardened(steel(shafts.(One(of(our(first(ideas(was(to(replace(the(carbide(cutting(tools(but(the(shop(techs(stood(by(the(shop’s(cutting(tools.(Instead,(many(of(the(shop(techs(believed(the(age(and(low(quality(of(the(lathe(was(to(blame(and(advised(us(to(continue(turning(down(the(shafts(at(a(painfully(slow(rate.(After(exhausting(the(suggestions(from(the(shop(technicians,(we(decided(to(purchase(new(carbide(cutting(tools.(Once(we(attached(the(new(carbide(cutting(tool(to(one(of(the(shop(lathes,(the(hardened(steel(shaft(was(quickly(turned(down.(After(this(frustrating(experience(was(behind(us,(we(moved(onto(the(motor(shaft(interface.((The(motor(interface(transferred(the(torque(of(the(motor(to(the(input(of(the(drivetrains.(We(first(cut(a(piece(of(the(steel(round(to(be(used(for(the(motor(interface.(We(then(drilled(a(clearance(hole(in(the(steel(round(for(the(halfJinch(motor(shaft(and(aligned(a(setJscrew(with(the(flat(section(of(the(motor(shaft.(A(hole(on(the(other(side(of(the(shaft(interface(was(drilled(and(tapped(in(order(to(attach(the(steel(plate(interface(using(a(bolt,(locker,(and(lock(washer.(Next,(we(cut(square(pieces(of(sheet(steel(to(be(used(as(mating(interfaces(between(the(output(of(the(transmission(and(the(half(shafts(as(well(as(the(interfaces(between(the(motor(and(the(inputs(of(the(two(drivetrains.(Once(the(steel(squares(were(cut,(we(drilled(clearance(holes(in(the(center(of(the(square(in(order(to(secure(the(plates(to(their(respective(shafts(using(a(bolt,(washer,(and(lock(washer.(After,(we(drilled(the(circular(pattern(of(holes(needed(to(mate(the(plate(to(its(respective(surface,(i.e.(the(CV(circular(hole(pattern(or(the(transmission(input(circular(hole(pattern.(Finally(we(were(able(to(attach(and(secure(the(interface(plates(to(one(another.(For(the(CV(half(shaft(interfaces,(we(simply(bolted(the(respective(steel(mate(plate(to(the(half(shaft(with(the(original(bolts(used(to(attach(the(Porsche’s(CV(coupling.(For(the(transmission(and(differential(input(interfaces,(we(used(threaded(rod,(nuts,(washers,(and(lock(washers(to(clamp(the(steel(mate(plates(to(their(respective(input(shaft.((
( (
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Chapter(6.(Design(Verification(
(
Testing(Method(( We(have(devised(a(series(of(tests(that(will(determine(the(added(efficiency(of(our(new(drivetrain(over(the(existing(internal(combustion(engine(transmission.(The(tests(will(determine(the(electric(motor’s(power(transmission(to(the(differential(and(the(stock(Porsche(transmission(individually.(The(power(transmission(will(be(determined(by(measuring(the(electrical(power(draw(of(the(motor(as(the(motor(brings(the(output(of(the(drivetrain(options(up(to(a(specified(speed.(Each(drivetrain(option(will(have(a(measured(weight(on(each(output(shaft(to(simulate(a(load(that(would(be(seen(when(installed(in(the(Porsche.(Identical(tests(will(be(repeated(on(both(the(transmission(and(the(replacement(differential(after(initial(baseline(testing(is(completed.((Both(the(transmission(and(the(replacement(differential(will(be(secured(in(a(custom(jig(that(will(allow(an(electric(motor(to(power(the(drivetrain(options(in(a(safe(and(consistent(manner.(The(jig(ensures(that(the(electric(motor(used(for(testing(is(attached(directly(to(the(input(shaft(of(the(drivetrain(option(and(the(output(shafts(are(supported(identically.(There(is(a(large(difference(in(geometry(between(the(transmission(and(differential(and(this(difference(has(been(accounted(for(with(inserts(made(to(secure(the(much(smaller(differential(in(the(same(location(as(well(as(locate(the(input(shafts(identically(as(the(mounted(transmission.(This(consistency(between(mounting(the(differential(and(transmission(will(ensure(that(all(sensors(acquiring(data(during(the(test(will(have(reliable(readings(for(each(drivetrain(option(tested(in(the(jig.((Three(tachometers(and(an(ammeter(are(required(to(ensure(that(we(can(collect(all(the(necessary(data(to(determine(the(power(transmission.(Each(of(the(three(tachometers(consist(of(an(infrared(emitter(and(an(infrared(detector.(There(will(be(a(tachometer(on(the(input(shaft(and(each(output(shaft(of(the(drivetrain(option(in(the(custom(testing(jig.(There(will(also(be(a(nonJinvasive(current(sensor(to(measure(the(current(draw(of(the(electric(motor.(The(HallJEffect(current(sensor(wraps(around(one(of(the(power(input(lines(of(the(motor(to(safely(measure(the(incoming(current.(All(of(these(sensors(will(be(attached(to(an(Arduino(Uno(that(will(measure(each(sensor(at(the(same(time(interval.(This(data(acquisition(setup(will(allow(measurement(of(all(the(important(aspects(on(the(same(time(scale(making(the(comparison(between(the(data(for(the(differential(and(transmission(as(accurate(as(possible.((The(first(baseline(testing(will(include(running(the(motor(up(to(its(maximum(speed(while(measuring(current(draw(and(motor(shaft(output(speed.(This(will(provide(an(unloaded(measurement(of(how(quickly(the(motor(can(reach(its(maximum(speed.(The(data(from(this(baseline(test(will(also(show(the(resolution,(reliability(and(steadiness(of(each(of(sensor’s(outputs.((The(actual(test(for(each(of(the(drive(train(options(will(consist(of(multiple(speed(increases(from(a(low(speed(to(a(higher(speed.(The(tests(will(be(categorized(by(the(voltage(supplied(to(the(motor(at(the(lower(speed(and(the(higher(speed.(The(first(test(will(begin(with(the(motor(at(0V(and(increased(immediately(to(120V.(This(will(be(the(most(extreme(test(that(can(be(completed(with(our(
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supplied(electric(motor.(The(next(test(will(start(the(motor(at(40V(and(increase(the(voltage(immediately(to(120V.(For(the(final(test(the(motor(will(begin(at(80V(and(increased(immediately(to(120V.(Each(of(these(tests(will(be(repeated(3(times(to(ensure(the(most(accurate(data(was(acquired.(Once(all(nine(tests(are(run(on(the(internal(combustion(engine(transmission,(each(will(be(repeated(on(the(differential(after(the(jig(is(converted.(After(the(all(test(are(completed,(there(will(be(nine(sets(of(data(for(each(of(the(drivetrain(options.((Power(transmission(from(the(electric(motor(will(be(calculated(from(the(rotational(speed(of(the(shafts(in(relation(to(time.(The(known(mass(inertias(on(the(output(shaft,(the(change(in(rotational(speed(and(the(change(in(time(will(allow(the(power(to(be(calculated(though:(( ! = ! ∗ ∆!!2∆! ((Due(to(consistency(between(the(rotating(inertia(and(the(data(acquisition(between(the(drivetrain(option(tests,(it(is(not(absolutely(necessary(to(measure(the(rotating(inertia(to(prove(that(one(option(is(more(efficient(than(the(other.(The(more(efficient(option(can(be(calculated(simply(by(finding(the(greater(quantity(!!!!!!!!!! (for(the(transmission(and(differential.((( The(completion(of(these(tests(with(only(four(sensors(will(show(which(of(the(transmission(and(differential(is(most(efficient(in(power(transmission(from(a(power(source(to(the(wheels.(Our(test(will(be(conducted(with(the(minimum(amount(of(materials(and(therefore(the(minimum(cost(so(the(club(will(maintain(as(much(capital(as(possible(for(future(improvements(to(the(Cal(Poly(Electric(Porsche.(((
Testing(Procedure((( 1. Setup(jig(inside(a(room(near(the(door.(2. Attach(one(tachometer(to(the(electric(motor’s(output(shaft(and(the(current(sensor(to(the(motor’s(power(cord.(3. Run(the(wires(for(the(sensors(out(through(the(door(and(attach(to(an(Arduino(that(is(connected(to(a(computer.(4. Run(the(power(cord(out(through(the(door(and(attach(to(a(variac.(5. Ensure(that(all(bolts(are(correctly(tightened(and(all(moving(parts(are(anchored(correctly.(6. With(the(door(closed(and(everyone(out(of(the(room,(increase(the(variac(quickly(from(0V(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.((7. Repeat(step(6(twice(to(get(baseline(data.(8. Install(the(transmission(into(the(jig(and(attach(to(the(electric(motor.(9. Attach(2(5Jlb(weights(on(each(of(the(output(shafts.(10. Install(the(2(additional(tachometers(on(each(of(the(output(shafts(of(the(transmission(and(hook(up(the(tachometers(up(to(the(Arduino.(11. Ensure(that(all(bolts(are(correctly(tightened(and(all(moving(parts(are(anchored(correctly.(
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12. With(the(door(closed(and(everyone(out(of(the(room,(increase(the(variac(quickly(from(0V(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(13. Repeat(step(12(twice.(14. Then(with(the(same(setup,(start(the(variac(at(40V(and(increase(the(variac(quickly(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(15. Repeat(step(14(twice.(16. Then(with(the(same(setup,(start(the(variac(at(80V(and(increase(the(variac(quickly(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(17. Repeat(step(16(twice.(18. Repeat(steps(11(through(17(with(1(5Jlb(weight(on(each(of(the(output(shafts.(19. Remove(the(transmission(from(the(jig.(20. Install(the(differential(and(attach(the(electric(motor(to(the(differential.(21. Attach(2(5Jlb(weights(on(each(of(the(output(shafts.(22. Make(sure(the(tachometers(are(installed(on(the(input(shaft(and(both(output(shafts(of(the(differential.(23. Ensure(that(all(bolts(are(correctly(tightened(and(all(moving(parts(are(anchored(correctly.(24. With(the(door(closed(and(everyone(out(of(the(room,(increase(the(variac(quickly(from(0V(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(25. Repeat(step(24(twice.(26. Then(with(the(same(setup,(start(the(variac(at(40V(and(increase(the(variac(quickly(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(27. Repeat(step(26(twice.(28. Then(with(the(same(setup,(start(the(variac(at(80V(and(increase(the(variac(quickly(to(120V(while(recording(data(from(the(sensors.(29. Repeat(step(28(twice.(30. Repeat(steps(23(through(29(with(1(5Jlb(weight(on(each(of(the(output(shafts.(31. There(should(be(18(sets(of(data(for(the(transmission,(18(sets(of(data(for(the(differential(and(3(sets(of(data(for(just(the(electric(motor.(((
Results((( While(performing(the(testing(procedure,(we(learned(of(the(actual(capabilities(of(our(electric(motor.(Our(3(HP(electric(motor(was(able(to(turn(both(the(transmission(and(the(differential,(however(the(additional(weights(we(planned(to(simulate(a(load(were(too(much(inertial(for(the(electric(motor(to(rotate.(This(meant(that(we(were(only(able(to(performance(test(the(differential(and(transmission(without(any(additional(load(besides(the(output(shaft’s(inertia.(This(decreased(the(number(of(tests(actually(completed(but(still(produced(results(that(were(meaningful(and(described(the(performance(characteristics(of(our(design.(We(ended(up(with(3(complete(sets(of(data(for(each(drivetrain(option.(We(obtained(three(complete(runs:(0J120V,(80J120V(and(100J120V,(for(the(transmission(that(described(the(mechanical(losses(of(the(transmission(through(the(slope(of(the(input(shaft(rotation(vs.(time.(We(were(only(able(to(get(data(for(the(differential(from(100J120V(because(of(the(startup(torque(required.(The(higher(gear(ratio(tuned(to(the(larger(electric(motor(and(desired(by(our(sponsor(was(
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not(easily(overcome(by(the(small(electric(motor(available(for(our(testing.(This(limited(the(data(available(to(be(analyzed(to(only(one(range,(however(multiple(runs(within(this(range(produced(consistent(data(on(the(same(scale(as(the(transmission.((( After(analyzing(the(data(from(all(test(runs,(the(most(descriptive(data(reflecting(the(mechanical(losses(in(both(the(differential(and(transmission(were(the(input(shaft(rotational(speed.(The(input(shaft(speed(increased(from(a(low(steady(state(speed(as(the(voltage(increased(up(until(the(shaft(was(rotating(at(a(higher(steady(state(speed.(The(input(shaft(speed(was(plotted(vs(the(data(point(number(to(find(the(rotational(acceleration(during(the(rotational(speed(change.(We(plotted(the(natural(log(of(rotational(speed(to(linearize(the(data(and(then(were(able(to(apply(a(linear(fit(line(to(approximate(the(slope.(We(used(the(number(of(the(data(point(instead(of(a(time(scale(because(of(the(very(slight(time(difference(that(was(possible(between(the(measured(data(points.(We(used(the(Arduino(to(collect(and(send(data(points(to(a(computer(and(the(time(delay(in(communication(between(the(computer(and(Arduino(before(sending(the(next(data(point(was(not(always(constant.(However,(this(slight(inconsistency(does(not(affect(our(data(because(of(sampling(rate(was(much(faster(than(the(rotational(speeds(that(were(measured(as(seen(by(the(steps(in(the(below(graphs.(All(data(sets(of(the(transmission(can(be(seen(in(Figure(36(below(summarized(into(one(graph.((
(Figure(36:(Transmission(Input(Speed(Graph.((All(differential(data(sets(can(be(seen(below(in(Figure(37(summarized(into(one(graph.((
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(Figure(37:(Differential(Input(Speed(Graph.(( Each(of(the(graphs(above(have(been(limited(to(the(acceleration(range(of(interest.(The(transmission(speed(graph(shows(the(different(starting(speeds(and(how(each(levels(off(at(a(constant(speed.(The(differential(graph(shows(all(the(runs(from(100J120V(and(follow(the(same(graphical(shape.(The(graphs(above(can(be(quantified(through(the(slopes(comparing(transmission(and(differential(acceleration(at(100J120V.(Figures(38(and(39(below(show(this(slope(calculation.((
(Figure(38:(Transmission(Acceleration(Graph.((
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(Figure(39:(Differential(Acceleration(Graph.((The(differential’s(acceleration(has(a(slope(of(0.0019(and(the(transmission’s(acceleration(has(a(slope(of(0.0012.(This(translates(to(a(58.3%(better(acceleration(of(the(differential(than(the(transmission.(The(transmission(acceleration(graph(was(clipped(more(aggressively(to(obtain(the(highest(rate(of(acceleration.(Even(with(the(more(aggressive(clipping(the(differential(has(a(larger(slope(and(therefore(accelerates(faster(to(the(desired(speed.(With(every(other(variable(in(the(system(constant,(the(higher(average(acceleration(shown(through(the(slope(shows(that(there(are(less(mechanical(losses(in(the(differential(than(the(transmission.((
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Chapter(7.(Future(Project(Management(
( (Moving(forward,(Cal(Poly(Motor(Car(Association(has(a(few(options(to(pursue.(To(get(the(Porsche(to(drive(again,(the(club(could(reinstall(the(original(transmission.(If(the(club(were(to(pursue(this(option(the(current(battery(pack(would(need(to(be(refurbished(or(replaced(entirely(in(order(to(provide(adequate(power(to(the(Advanced(DC(motor.(This(option(is(not(our(recommended(direction(for(the(project.((As(discussed(earlier,(the(club(could(still(choose(to(implement(our(differential(design.(However,(this(option(would(greatly(limit(the(longJterm(possibilities(of(the(car(and(therefore(is(also(not(our(recommendation(for(the(projects(future.((( The(best(option(for(the(future(of(the(EJPorsche(would(be(the(design,(manufacturing,(and(implementation(of(the(two(electric(motor(concept(we(originally(pitched(to(the(club.(To(do(this(correctly(we(believe(a(new(club(with(the(focus(of(the(Porsches(restoration(as(the(primary(focus.(Securing(funding(for(future(improvements(will(be(much(easier(once(a(dedicated(club(is(formed(with(a(more(dedicated(focus(and(plan(for(the(future(of(the(vehicle.(Organizing(a(club(around(the(car(would(also(allow(the(project(to(more(efficiently(carry(over(to(future(students(while(maintaining(consistent(design(objectives.(Having(a(multidisciplinary(team(would(also(allow(a(more(thorough(bottom(up(redesign(of(all(of(the(cars(systems(resulting(in(a(much(more(cohesive(final(design.(
( (
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Chapter(7.(Conclusion(
( Our(project(has(had(a(profound(impact(on(the(current(state(of(the(Cal(Poly(Motorcar(Association’s(electric(Porsche.(Prior(to(our(project,(the(Porsche(had(only(undergone(aesthetic(improvements(but(now(the(club(is(looking(toward(major(drivetrain(improvements.(We(were(able(to(determine(a(few(plausible(paths(the(club(could(pursue(during(the(beginning(of(this(project(to(get(the(Porsche(back(to(it’s(original,(if(not(better,(driving(performance.(The(club(chose(to(have(us(pursue(a(system(improvement(that(would(utilize(the(existing(motor(by(replacing(the(transmission(with(a(differential(gearbox.(We(were(able(to(design(the(system(over(the(next(quarter(and(show(that(the(design(was(possible(but(that(it(might(not(be(the(best(option(for(the(best(performance(of(the(car.(Our(testing(proved(that(our(design(would(be(an(improvement(over(the(original(drivetrain(but(we(also(realized(that(by(implementing(our(design,(the(future(of(the(car’s(drivetrain(would(be(limited.(After(thorough(exploration(of(using(the(existing(motor(and(differential(as(well(as(speaking(with(club(leadership(about(the(future(aspirations(of(the(Porsche,(the(club(has(decided(the(Porsche(will(have(2(independent(motors(on(the(rear(wheels(after(seeking(some(additional(funding.(We(believe(that(the(club(has(made(the(correct(informed(decision(for(the(future(of(the(Porsche(that(was(made(possible(by(the(results(of(our(senior(project.(((((
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER MATERIAL QTY.
1 Advanced DC Motor ----- 1
2 Differential ----- 1
3 Rear Drivetrain Mounting Plate ALUMINUM 1
4 Aluminum Motor Interface ALUMINUM 1
5 Front Drivetrain Mount A36 STEEL 1
6 Motor Shaft Collar 1018 STEEL 1
7 Horizontal Suspenion Bar A513 STEEL 1
8 Vertical Support Bar A513 STEEL 2
9 Left Bearing Spacer 6061-T6 ALUMINUM 1
10 Right Bearing Spacer 6061-T6 ALUMINUM 1
11 CV Joint Half Shaft Interface 1018 STEEL 2
12 Axle Shaft Oil Seal STEEL & PTFE 2
13 Left Axle Shaft STEEL 1
14 Right Axle Shaft STEEL 1
15 Motor-Differential Spacer 6061-T6 ALUMINUM 4
16 0.5" Threaded Rod ZINC PLATED STEEL 4
17 Polyurethane Bushing POLYURETHANE 4
18 Rear Motor Mounting Bar STEEL 1
19 Hex Bolts 18-8, 3/8"-16 x 2" STAINLESS STEEL 4
20 Hex Bolts 1/2"-13 x 1-1/4" STEEL 8
21 Existing Motor Bolts STEEL 4
22 Flat Washers 3/8" STAINLESS STEEL 4
23 Hex Nuts 18-8, 3/8"-16 STAINLESS STEEL 4
24 Lock Washers 1/2" STEEL 4
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Bill$of$Materials$
Sub0Assembly$ Material/Operation$ Labor$($)$ Qty.$
Total$Cost$
($)$
Differential$ !! !! !! !!
!
2000!Ford!Ranger!Differential!Housing! !! 1! 216.00!
!
Powertrax!Limited!Slip!Carrier! !! 1! 402.61!
!
6061!Aluminum!Tube!D!2.5"!OD,!2"!ID,!1!ft! !! 1! 15.66!
!
Timken!Shaft!Oil!Seal! !! 2! 16.98!
Motor0Differential$
Interface$ !! !! !! !!
!
Steel!Plate!D!3/8"!thick,!1x1!ft! !! 1! 39.30!
!
Welding! 15/hour! 3! 45.00!
!
Aluminum!Round!D!1.25",!1!ft! !! 1! 8.64!
!
1018!Steel!Round!D!5",!1!ft! !! 1! 166.90!
Differential0CV$Interface$ !! !! !! !!
$
*1018!Steel!Round!D!5",!1!ft! !! D! D!
$
Welding! 15/hour! 2! 30.00!
Half$Shaft$Sleeves$ !! !! !! !!
!
1018!Steel!Round!D!1.5",!1!ft! !! 1! 14.70!
!
Welding! 15/hour! 2! 30.00!
Mounts$ !! !! !! !!
!
A513!Steel!Square!Tube!D!1.5"!x!1.5",!16!GA,!4!
ft! !! 1! 13.28!
!
A513!Steel!Square!Tube!D!1"!x!1",!16!GA,!2!ft! !! 1! 3.98!
Hardware$ !! !! !! !!
$
Prothane!Bushing!D!19D921! !! 2! 17.98!
$
Hex!Bolts!D!Stainless!Steel!18D8,!0.375"D16!x!2"! !! 4! 2.16!
$
Hex!Nuts!D!Stainless!Steel!18D8,!0.375"D16! !! 4! 0.60!
!
Flat!Washers!D!Stainless!Steel!18D8,!0.375"! !! 8! 0.64!
!
Welding!Electrodes!D!E6013! !! 1! 17.66!
!
Threaded!Rod!D!0.5"!x!3!ft! !! 1! 9.36!
!
Hex!Bolts!D!Zinc!Plated!Steel,!0.5"D13!x!1.25"! !! 8! 2.40!
!
Lock!Washer!D!Zinc!Plated!Steel,!0.25! !! 8! 0.48!
! !
Metalsdepot!Shipping! 40.70!
! !
Boltdepot!Shipping! 9.56!
! !
MSC!Direct!Shipping! 22.66!
! !
Fastenal!Shipping! 10.59!
! !
Andy's!Auto!Sport!
Shipping! 36.94!
! !
Total$($)$ 1174.78$
*!Material!already!purchased!for!earlier!part!
! ! !!
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ID TaskName Start Finish Predecessors Duration
1 IntroLettertoSponsor Tue1/14/14 Tue1/14/14 1day
2 BackgroundResearch Wed1/15/14 Wed2/12/14 21days
3 MeetwithSponsor Thu1/16/14 Thu1/16/14 1day
4 IdentifySponsorRequirements Fri1/17/14 Tue1/21/14 1,3 3days
5 ExamineCurrentCarConfiguration Thu1/16/14 Thu1/16/14 1day
6 TeamContract Thu1/16/14 Fri1/17/14 2days
7 ProblemStatement Wed1/22/14 Thu1/23/14 4,2SS,5SS 2days
8 ContactPotentialOutsideSponsors Fri1/17/14 Wed2/5/14 3 14days
9 QFDHouseofQuality Fri1/24/14 Tue1/28/14 7 3days
10 ProjectProposal Wed1/29/14 Tue2/4/14 9 5days
11 MeetwithOutsideSponsors Fri1/17/14 Wed2/5/14 8SS 14days
12 Ideation Wed2/5/14 Mon2/24/14 10 14days
13 PughMatrix Tue2/25/14 Tue2/25/14 12 1day
14 WeightedDecisionMatrix Wed2/26/14 Wed2/26/14 13 1day
15 ConceptModeling Wed2/26/14 Thu2/27/14 14SS 2days
16 GanttChart Wed2/26/14 Wed2/26/14 1day
17 ChooseLeadingConcept Sat2/15/14 Sat2/15/14 1day
18 PreliminaryEngineeringAnalysis Mon2/17/14 Tue2/25/14 17 7days
19 PreliminaryCADModel Fri2/28/14 Mon4/7/14 15 27days
20 PreliminaryDesignReport Fri2/28/14 Thu3/6/14 17,18SS,19SS 5days
21 PreliminaryDesignPresentation Fri3/7/14 Fri3/7/14 20 1day
22 DisassembleCurrentTransmission Thu2/6/14 Fri2/14/14 5,11 7days
23 DesignTestingProcedure Mon2/17/14 Thu2/27/14 5,17 9days
24 TestTransmission Fri2/28/14 Mon3/10/14 23 7days
25 ContactManufacturingSponsors Fri3/7/14 Wed3/26/14 20 14days
26 ManufacturingDesign Fri3/7/14 Mon3/17/14 25SS 7days
27 AssemblyDesign Fri3/7/14 Mon3/17/14 20 7days
28 DetailedCADModeling Fri3/7/14 Mon3/17/14 20,27SS,26SS 7days
29 CompileBOM Tue3/18/14 Thu3/20/14 27 3days
30 CriticalDesignReport Thu4/17/14 Tue5/27/14 28,29 29days
31 CriticalDesignPresentation Tue4/1/14 Thu5/15/14 30 33days
32 OrderParts Thu5/29/14 Fri5/30/14 29 2days
33 ReceiveParts Fri6/6/14 Fri6/13/14 32 6days
34 PrototypeConstruction Mon6/16/14 Tue9/30/14 33 77days
35 PrototypeInstallation Tue9/30/14 Fri10/3/14 34 4days
36 PrototypeTesting Mon10/6/14 Fri11/7/14 35 25days
37 PrototypeDemo Mon11/3/14 Mon11/3/14 34SS 1day
38 SeniorDesignExpoPreparation Fri10/31/14 Wed11/19/14 37 14days
39 SeniorDesignExpo Thu11/20/14 Thu11/20/14 38 1day
40 FinalProjectReport Thu10/30/14 Tue11/18/14 37 14days
12/15 1/5 1/26 2/16 3/9 3/30 4/20 5/11 6/1 6/22 7/13 8/3 8/24 9/14 10/5 10/26 11/16 12/7
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Project:GanttChart
Date:Tue5/27/14
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Example Pugh Matrix completed by Spencer Treffry 
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!!Weighted!Decision!Matrix!!!!
Different Driving Modes of Toyota’s Hybrid Synergy Drive 
 
 
Wheel and Disc CVT Concept 
 Example of a Cone CVT 
 
 
 
Toroidal CVT Concept 
 
  
Layout of our single gear reduction design 
 
Layout of our two motor design. The blue boxes represent the motors directly attached to the wheels, the 
green boxes represent the motor controllers, and the yellow box represents the microprocessor. 
